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1. Introduction

1. Introduction

Figure 1. VCU Stormwater Management Plan Study Area

1.1. Plan Purpose

E

very year billions of gallons
of polluted stormwater spill
into America’s waterways.1
Dense urban environments, like
Richmond, Virginia, are some of
the biggest contributors to water
quality problems.2 Impervious
surfaces including roads, sidewalks,
and buildings, all inhibit rain
from infiltrating into the ground,
resulting in stormwater runoff. This
runoff is heavily concentrated with
sediment, chemicals, and bacteria
which enter into rivers, creeks,
streams, and other sensitive bodies
of water. Located on the James River,
Richmond’s stormwater not only
impacts the local community, but the
Chesapeake Bay watershed as well.
Virginia Commonwealth University
(VCU) is a large urban research
university located in downtown
Richmond, Virginia (City) (Figure 1).
Over 31,000 students are enrolled
in VCU’s schools and programs
between the non-contiguous
campuses of Monroe Park and the
VCU Medical School. VCU is located
in a densely developed urban area
of Richmond, and a large amount
of impervious surface across the
two campuses limits infiltration
and contributes to Richmond’s
stormwater runoff issues.
1
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Stormwater is considered one
of the most significant sources
of water pollution and has been
labeled a leading contributor to
the impairment of the nation’s
surface waters, including the James
River and the Chesapeake Bay.3
Water quality issues as a result
of unmitigated urban stormwater
runoff not only impact the local
community, but the regional
watershed as well. The James River
and its tributaries drain a watershed
of over 10,000 square miles in
Virginia (Figure 2).4

2

Green infrastructure and Low
Impact Development (LID) strategies
present opportunities for VCU to
restore and preserve green spaces in
an urban environment, and to reduce
the total impact of stormwater
runoff pollution. Increasing green
infrastructure on VCU’s campuses
and surrounding neighborhoods
can also enhance health and public
safety by improving the quality and
decreasing the quantity of polluted
stormwater runoff.
Figure 2. James River Watershed in Virginia

1. Introduction
The purpose of the VCU Stormwater
Management Plan (VCU SWMP)
is to provide guidance and
recommendations for mitigating
the impact of stormwater runoff
originating from VCU’s two urban
campuses. Urban development has a
direct impact on the hydrologic cycle
by reducing or even eliminating
the natural storage capacity of
predeveloped land.

These natural storage areas are
replaced with impervious surfaces
into which water cannot infiltrate.
The VCU SWMP will aid campus
planning by identifying opportunities
to incorporate sustainable
stormwater management practices
into future projects.

Figure 3. VCU SWMP Study Area

Urban green and beautification not
only reduces stormwater volume,
but it also preserves and enhances
ecologically important areas,
especially in urban environments.
Successful green infrastructure
promotes biodiversity, encourages
citizens to become involved in
protection of local landscapes, and
created livable and sustainable
communities.5
The focus of the VCU Stormwater
Management Plan is on the two VCU
campus communities of the Monroe
Park Campus and the VCU Medical
School Campus (Study Area) (Figure
3).

3
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A comprehensive stormwater
management plan is needed to
completely assess the full impact
that VCU and its surrounding
neighborhoods have on the
local watershed. The purpose
of this plan is to provide a
stormwater management plan and
recommendations for implementing
LID Best Management Practices
(BMPs), green infrastructure, and
community greening for the VCU
community.
The overall goal of the VCU SWMP
is to reduce the total volume of
stormwater runoff by reducing
the overall amount of impervious
surface on its two campuses. By
reducing stormwater volume, VCU
will increase the capacity of the
City’s combined sewer system (CSS)
which will decrease the total number
of combined sewer overflow events
and overall volume of stormwater
discharge into the James River.

4

In addition to sending a strong
message of sustainability,
implementation of the
recommendations in the VCU SWMP
will:
• Advance the University’s
progress in reducing
stormwater runoff;
• Mitigate on-campus drainage
issues;

The VCU SWMP should be viewed as
an evolving document that the VCU
Office of Sustainability and campus
planners can use as the campus
develops over time. Additionally,
this document can be used to help
guide subsequent planning efforts
as well as incorporate new green
technologies and techniques as they
develop.

• Reduce the magnitude of
VCU’s contribution to the
City’s CSS overflow problem;
• Provide additional green space
on campus;
• Provide a cooler campus
through reduction of the urban
heat island effect

The overall goal of the VCU SWMP
is to reduce the total volume of
stormwater runoff
by reducing the overall amount of
impervious surface...

1. Introduction

The primary client for this plan is
the VCU Office of Sustainability.
In 2008, VCU was one of the
signatories of the American Colleges
and Universities Presidents’ Climate
Commitment (ACUPCC). As a
result of the ACUPCC, the Office of
Sustainability was created in 2009
and is charged with implementing
the VCU Sustainability Plan.
In addition, the VCU Office of
Sustainability has undertaken
numerous steps in support of
the ACUPCC including adopting
building standards to achieve
at least Silver level certification
under Leadership in Energy and
Environmental Design (LEED) for
all new buildings. The VCU Office
of Sustainability’s mission is to be
“mindful stewards of our diverse
human and natural environments
through education, innovation,
collaboration, and engagement.
VCU’s Office of Sustainability
strives to foster a multi-faceted
culture of sustainability, through
the responsible use of resources
and continuous advocacy for the
Richmond community by inspiring
behavior change through our own
efforts.”6

The secondary client is the VCU
Center for Environmental Studies.
The Center for Environmental
Studies is a University charter center
and specializes in environmental
science and technology. In 2016, the
Center for Environmental Studies
applied for, received, an EPA grant
focused on community greening and
green infrastructure for VCU’s two
campuses and the Richmond Arts
district. Part of that project involves
community education and outreach
to aid in the development of a
community greening plan.

1.2. Client Description

Office of Sustainability

5
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1.3. Outline of Plan
The VCU Stormwater Management
Plan is divided into six main
sections: introduction, background,
methodology, research findings,
recommendations, and an
implementation plan.
The first part of the plan introduces
the VCU SWMP study area in the
context of the City of Richmond
and the James River watershed.
This context sets the stage for the
research questions and methodology.
Following the methodology, the plan
analyzes the existing conditions in
the study area. Goals and objectives
were defined through community
outreach and meetings with clients
and focus groups. Goals and
objectives were refined through the
focus group and community survey
results. Actions were developed to
achieve the goals and objectives
defined through community
outreach. In addition, local
stakeholders and experts were asked
to submit suggestions for strategies
that they feel will help achieve the
identified goals and objectives. An
analysis was conducted focusing on
stormwater problem areas identified
through community outreach. BMP
design guidelines will be developed
for the VCU community, and
maintenance recommendations will
ensure that BMPs remain functional
throughout their designated lifespan.
6

In the third part of the plan,
actions were determined that
will work best for goals and
objectives implementation. The
implementation plan will provide
a timetable for the strategic
implementation of recommended
goals and objectives.

1. Introduction
Notes
Environmental Protection Agency. 2004.
Office of Water. Impacts and control of
Combined Sewer Overflows and Sanitary
Sewer Overflows. EPA 833-R-04-001
1

Natural Resources Defense Council
(NRDC). 2009. Water Saving Solutions:
Stopping Pollution at its Source with Low
Impact Development. Accessed 11/27/2017.
Available at https://www.nrdc.org/resources/
water-saving-solutions-stopping-pollutionits-source-low-impact-development
2

EPA. 2002. Office of Water. National Water
Quality Inventory: 2000 Report to Congress.
EPA 841-R-02-001
3

United States Geologic Survey. 2018.
National Hydrology Dataset (NHD).
Accessed 2/11/2018. Available at https://
nhd.usgs.gov/
4

Beautiful RVA. 2018. Benefits of Urban
Greening Literature Review. Available online
at http://beautifulrva.org/discover/research/
5

VCU Office of Sustainability website:
https://sustainability.vcu.edu/
6
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2. Background
2.1. Plan Context
he James River is a source of
T
pride for the community and is
favored for its waterfront property

and recreational activities, including
swimming, rafting, kayaking, and
fishing. Locations of combined
sewer overflow (CSO) outfalls along
the James coincide with high use
recreational swimming and fishing
areas for the community. A CSO
event occurs when stormwater and
sanitary waste exceed the capacity
of the sewer system, resulting in
pollution and untreated waste being
discharged directly into surface
waters. In Richmond, as little as
0.2-inches of rain per hour can
cause a CSO event.7 After CSO
events, high levels of pollutants
and bacteria like E. coli are present
around outfall locations.8 This is a
serious public health concern for the
populations that utilize these areas.
Elevated levels of E. coli bacteria
are the most significant cause for
water impairment, mainly affecting
rivers. Agricultural practices, urban
runoff, leaking sanitary and storm
sewer, failing septic systems, wildlife
and domesticated animals are
contributors of E. coli.9

8

The Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) lists stormwater as the
number-one source of surface water
pollution in the nation.10 Stormwater
can be runoff from rain or snow
that cannot be absorbed through
impervious surfaces like driveways,
parking lots, roads, sidewalks, or
roofs. As water travels over these
surfaces, it picks up dirt, trash, oil,
grease, pesticides, fertilizers, pet
waste, and other pollutants carrying
them into rivers, creeks, streams,
and other sensitive water bodies.
Stormwater pollution can have a
negative effect on both human health
and environmental health. Managing
stormwater runoff at its source is the
best way to decrease the amount of
pollutants that reach water bodies.
Stormwater management is a major
and growing challenge nationwide,
with stormwater pollution, flooding
and other impacts imposing serious
impacts on water quality, public
health, and local economies.11
Urbanization and the introduction of
impervious surface to a site inhibits
the ability of rainwater to infiltrate
into the ground.

This increases the volume of
stormwater created during wet
weather events and is a major cause
of flooding and non-point source
pollution. Managing stormwater at
its source by increasing infiltration is
the best way to decrease the amount
of pollutants that reach surrounding
water bodies like the James River.
Stormwater controls and LID BMPs
are meant to limit the quantity and
improve the quality of stormwater in
a cost-effective manner. There are
typically two types of infrastructure
that manage stormwater:
gray infrastructure and green
infrastructure. Gray infrastructure
has been the traditional approach
to managing stormwater. This
approach utilizes a combination of
sewer systems, storage tunnels,
and wastewater treatment plants,
collect, convey, and treat stormwater
and wastewater prior to discharge.
There are three main types of sewer
systems that exist in the United
States today: combined sewer
systems (CSSs), sanitary sewer
systems (SSSs), and municipal storm
separate sewer systems (MS4s).12

2. Background
Figure 4. Richmond's Combined Sewer System Service Area

The City of Richmond operates a
CSS in the older part of the city and
an MS4 in the surrounding areas
(Figure 4).
A CSS collects stormwater runoff,
domestic sanitary sewage, and
industrial wastewater into one
single pipe system. CSSs were
among the earliest sewer systems
constructed in the United States and
were built until the first part of the
20th century.13 Therefore, CSSs are
typically found in historic section of
older cities. This early infrastructure
was designed to simply take sewage
and stormwater away from cities as
quickly and efficiently as possible,
usually discharging the wastewater
into a nearby water source
downstream of the city. Although
state and local authorities generally
have not allowed the construction of
new CSSs since the first half of the
20th century, CSSs still serve about
40 million people in 32 states.14
Since Richmond utilizes the CSS
for about one-third of the City,
stormwater runoff is particularly
impactful as even minor rain events
may cause CSO events. The other
two-thirds of the City are served by
the MS4 (see Figure 4). Richmond
has 29 CSO outfalls along the banks
of the James River.15 CSOs are a
serious threat to water quality
issues as untreated human waste is
discharged directly into the river.
9
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In addition to the traditional gray
infrastructure CSO controls already
mentioned, which rely on a command
and control mentality involving
pipes, sewers and other structures
involving concrete and steel, there
are also green infrastructure CSO
control alternatives that can be
implemented on a micro-scale. This
is a systematic shift to stormwater
management. Green infrastructure
LID BMPs are intended to reduce
stormwater overland flow through
the natural hydrologic processes of
infiltration, evapotranspiration, and
rainwater harvesting. Additionally,
traditional gray infrastructure
stormwater management approaches
rely on peak flow storage and
generally do not target pollutant
reduction. This type of macro-scale
approach can exacerbate problems
associated with changes in a site’s
hydrology and hydraulics.16

The water quality impairment of the
James River is not just a health and
environmental issue, but an economic
issue as well. Every year, the James
River Association (JRA) releases a
State of the James report (Figure 5).
In the latest report, JRA found:
• 2.7 million people rely on the
James River for the water they
drink, making it Virginia’s
largest source of drinking
water;
• 6.5 million pounds of
commercial fish and shellfish
were landed from the James
River in 2016 with a total
dockside value of $18 million;

A recent VCU study concluded that
the James River Park System has
the potential to generate over $33
million per year in tourism. Given
the park system’s FY17 budget of
$557,337, every tax dollar spent on
the James River is associated with
$60.26 in visitor spending.18 The
local businesses estimated a 32.7
percent loss of revenue if the James
River Park System did not exist.19
The findings of the economic impact
study emphasize the importance of
mitigating the impacts of stormwater
runoff, minimizing pollution, and
maintaining a high level of water
quality for the James River.

• More than 4 million people
visited riverside parks along
the James and its tributaries in
2016;
• The James River and its
tributaries offer over 200 public
access sites, with 28 new sites
established since 2013;
• 236,217 people purchased
hunting and fishing licenses
within the watershed in 2016.17

Figure 5. JRA State of the James
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Figure 6. Historic Buildings

Figure 6 shows historic buildings
listed on the Virginia Landmarks
Register (VLR) or the National
Register of Historic Places (NRHP)
in the study area. A list of historic
properties is valuable in this plan
because buildings eligible on either
the state or national listing cannot
alter the exterior of the building
without being removed from the
register.

11
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Figure 7. Vacant Parcels

As a first step in identifying potential
locations for stormwater controls,
the VCU SWMP created a dataset
of VCU-owned vacant parcels that
do not have structures on them
(Figure 7). The vacant parcel
inventory was created through data
available through VCU’s Planning
Department.

12
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Figure 8. Shockoe Creek Watershed

Figure 8 provides a contour map of the
watershed associated with the VCU
SWMP study area. The study area falls
entirely within the Shockoe Creek
watershed.

13
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The VCU SWMP has been informed
by the numerous existing plans
which address urban stormwater
issues in Richmond:

• Richmond Master Plan
The Natural Resources chapter
of the Richmond Master Plan
addresses natural resources goals,
water quality, the James River, and
urban open space. The master plan
emphasizes Richmond’s commitment
enhancement and environmental
quality. The City of Richmond is
currently updating the City’s master
plan. The last master plan was
published in 2001 and the City of
Richmond has changed significantly
since that time. The Richmond 300
is the next master plan that will be
adopted as the City celebrates its
300th year. The Richmond 300 will
follow a four-phase development
process. These phases are
summarized below:
• Phase I. Pre-Planning
• Phase II. Plan Development
• Phase III. Plan Review and
Adoption
• Phase IV. Plan Implementation
14

• Chesapeake Bay TMDL Plan
The Chesapeake Bay Total
Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) is a
federal “pollution diet” to restore
the Chesapeake Bay and its vast
network of streams, creeks, and
rivers. The Chesapeake Bay
TMDL sets limits on nitrogen,
phosphorous, and sediment
pollution necessary to meet water
quality standards in the Bay and
its tidal rivers.
• RVA Green: A Roadmap to
Sustainability
The City of Richmond developed
RVA Green in an effort to create
a more sustainable community.
The overall framework of
the sustainability plan is
divided into five focus areas:
Economic Development; Energy;
Environment; Open Space and
Land Use; and, Transportation.
The Environmental focus area
Objective 1 is to “Protect and
enhance Richmond’s water
resources” (pg. 18). The three
initiatives of the objective are
to: use stormwater BMPs in new
construction and maintenance;
adopt an organic pesticide and
fertilizer policy; and, to reduce
the percentage of impermeable
surface area.

• RVA Clean Water Plan
The City of Richmond’s Department
of Public Utilities (DPU) manages
five utilities, three of which address
water and potentially influence
local water resources: wastewater,
stormwater, and drinking water.
The wastewater utility operates
the sewer systems in the City. The
stormwater utility manages the
stormwater that runs off impervious
surfaces through underground
storm sewer systems and open
channels into the James River and its
tributaries. To effectively manage its
utilities, the DPU has developed the
RVA Clean Water Plan. This plan is
focused on the portion of the James
River watershed within the City’s
municipal boundary and on restoring
and protecting the waterways in this
watershed.

2. Background

• VCU 2015-2020 Sustainability
Plan

Sustainability Plan
2015 - 2020

Figure 9. Cover of VCU Sustainability Plan

In 2014, the VOS produced a 20152020 Sustainability Plan that calls
for a stormwater management plan
that reduces the impact on the
James River watershed (Figure 9).
Increased use of native plants and
sustainable grounds management,
otherwise interpreted as low
impact development and green
infrastructure, was noted in the plan.
The VCU Stormwater Management
Plan aims to address local water
quality issues related to urban
runoff. The plan specifically
examines various methods
of mitigating the volume of
stormwater runoff as well as goals,
objectives, BMPs, and strategies for
implementation and maintenance
for the two noncontiguous VCU
campuses.

For the proposed project, a survey
was created to solicit feedback
from VCU students and community
residents to identify locations
that are prone to flooding and
that could support LID BMPs and
urban greening measures to reduce
stormwater runoff. Focus group
meetings were also used to inform
students and neighborhood residents
of water quality issues facing the
community and detail efforts that
can reduce urban runoff.
There is an opportunity for VCU
to become a model for urban
campus stormwater management.
Coordinating green infrastructure
projects through an environmentally
sustainable framework has the
potential to provide multiple
environmental benefits throughout
the VCU campus and surrounding
neighborhoods.

15
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2.2. Theoretical Framework
Theories of planning help define
the role of the planner. Planners
have many roles throughout the
planning process ranging from
project manager and researcher
to communicator and facilitator.
Theories of planning can provide
a legitimacy to the process and
guide the process and methods
systematically. Communicative
Action and Collaborative Adaptive
Management are theories of
planning that the VCU SWMP is
based on. Theories in planning help
define the outcomes that are hoped
to be achieved through the planning
process. Sustainable development
and social equity through green
infrastructure and best management
practices in stormwater management
are the theories in planning that the
VCU SWMP hopes to achieve.

Open space provides a place for student collaboration.

16

2. Background
2.2.1. Theories of Planning
Traditional gray infrastructure
stormwater management approaches
focused primarily on managing
stormwater quantity, and relied
heavily on traditional stormwater
management practices to mitigate,
rather than prevent the negative
impacts of watershed development.
This type of rational planning is a
top-down, outcome driven process
conducted by experts to solve
problems for the community not with
the community.
While green infrastructure functions
under a similar type of top-down,
outcome-based framework, this
management approach relies on
sustainable planning concepts like
equity, ecology, and economics.
Much like the rational method,
sustainability planning requires
top-down goal setting and expert
knowledge. Both approaches have
the same goals of decreasing total
annual stormwater runoff volume,
but the process between the two
methods is much different.
Planners that choose to utilize
forward-looking low impact
development best management
practices over the traditional
form of gray infrastructure
have the opportunity to involve
communities in identifying new and
proactive solutions to stormwater
management.

Since the 1960s, after the decline
of rational planning, citizen
participation in planning has become
widely accepted, and concepts of
deliberative democracy have been
imported into planning theories like
Communicative Action Planning and
Collaborative Adaptive Management.
Therefore, the combination of these
two theories of planning are the
framework for the VCU Stormwater
Management Plan.
Communicative Action Planning is a
theory of planning that is a reaction
to the injustices that resulted from
rational planning and the Urban
Renewal project. Concepts of
deliberative democracy have been
imported into planning theories
like communicative action planning
because planners now understand
that there are multiple levels of
expertise in the process. Careful
and deliberate approaches to public
participation is now the normative
value in today’s planning programs.
Supporters of communicative
planning are committed to J.S.
Mill’s argument “concerning the
importance of testing ideas against
each other provides the rationale
for wide participation in planning
deliberations.”20
Power is shared and stakeholder
equality is valued in communicative
planning.

Fainstein states that communicative,
or collaborative, planning roles
are to listen, act as a mediator,
search for consensus, and accept a
“plurality of ways of knowing, of selfexpression, and of truth.”21
However, a major criticism of
communicative action planning is
the exclusive focus on process in
which a communicative practice
prevents an evaluation of substance
and thus cannot promise just
outcomes.22 After all of the
community meetings, citizens may
still make choices that are harmful
to themselves or to minority groups
if they are uneducated about the
process or outcomes, have a natural
bias against other groups in the
planning process, or have ulterior
motives in regard to the planning
outcomes. The whole notion of
rational planning originated from
the fact that the public may choose
policies based on short-range
selfish considerations rather than
long-range contributions to the
greater good. “While this viewpoint
obviously can provide a rationale
for authoritarianism and privileging
of elite interests, at the same time
it cannot be dismissed. Citizens
like elites can be self-serving, as
the prevalence of NIMBYism within
forums of popular participation
indicates.”23
17
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Therefore, Collaborative Adaptive
Management is a theory of planning
that was developed to manage the
complexity and interconnectedness
of process and outcomes. This
theory seeks to improve outcomes
through an inclusive planning
process which integrates the
expert knowledge of planners
and scientists with the knowledge
of local stakeholders. The VCU
SWMP is a mix of communicative
action and collaborative adaptive
planning theories. There is a coproduction of knowledge in a project
like this. Since the era of Urban
Renewal, rational planners have
often overlooked or deliberately left
residents in lower socio-economic
status neighborhoods behind
in urban greening and livable,
connected communities. Simply by
looking around the VCU community,
it is evident that in the past
neighborhoods like Jackson Ward
and Monroe Ward, were generally
not targeted for urban greening.
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Collaborative adaptive management
“merges three essential features of
twenty-first century conservation
and resource management – science,
collaboration, and a focus on
results.”24 This theory of planning
is useful when conservation and
resource management projects are
characterized by: high degrees of
uncertainty; complexity resulting
from multiple variables; and
interconnectedness, among issues
like landscape, people, and place.25
With the combination of both
communicative action planning and
collaborative adaptive management,
the probability of a successful
environmental sustainability project
increases significantly.

"Science, collaboration,
and a focus on results..."
-Lynn Scarlett

2. Background
2.2.2. Theories in Planning
Sustainable development and social
equity are the theories in planning
that are the framework for this plan.
Sustainability is a popular buzz word
across many sectors of society but
can have many different meanings.
Part of this ambiguity arises
from the fact that sustainability
has been defined in many ways,
however for the purposes of this
plan sustainability is applied as the
Brundtland Commission defined it in
Our Common Future: “Sustainable
development is development that
meets the needs of the present
without compromising the ability
of future generations to meet their
own needs” (1987). Successful
sustainable projects like community
greening and green infrastructure
depend on the “Three E’s” of
sustainability: economy, ecology, and
equity. Each “E” is interconnected:
there is no ecological sustainability
without equity; there is no economic
sustainability without ecology.26
The collaboration between expert
knowledge and local knowledge is
the process that develops successful
planning project outcomes. True
democratic process requires
conditions of equality.

The planning challenges in
environmental sustainability
planning projects result when there
is an imbalance between equity,
ecology, and economics. An example
of this imbalance is when traditional
command-and-control infrastructure
is used an approach to stormwater
management that relies on peak
flow storage and generally does
not target the ecology of pollutant
reduction. This type of stormwater
management can exacerbate
problems associated with changes in
hydrology and hydraulics. Another
example is that although green
infrastructure can provide multiple
environmental benefits, if the local
community is not involved in the
education and community outreach,
then the project will not succeed.
The Chimborazo Rain Garden is
an example of just such a project.
The City of Richmond constructed
a rain garden at Chimborazo
Elementary but they neglected to
include a maintenance plan for
the garden.27 Over the last five
years the school has had an equal
number of principals. The garden
is so overgrown that in a recent
Chimborazo Elementary School
Walkabout Report produced by the

Richmond City Health District, the
rain garden was noted as a potential
hazard due to “blocked visibility at
the exit of the school parking lot
at N 31st and Marshall due to high
bushes.”28
Early City Beautiful activists
believed that the true measure of the
success of a neighborhood center lay
in the ability of the center to inspire
civic participation and cooperation.29
Urban Renewal was a major factor
in the decline of Jackson Ward. The
neighborhood was literally cut in
half when the Federal Highway
Administration (FHA) redlined the
neighborhood in order to make way
for the construction of Interstate
64. This plan focuses on community
participation; however, it also draws
from technical expertise provided
by those in the field when making
recommendations. The combination
of these two theories in planning
can successfully improve community
livability, air quality and water
quality. A successful community
greening and green infrastructure
plan can be accomplished by
engaging with a diverse group of
community partners, conducting
community outreach, and developing
a plan directly from the feedback
provided from the community.
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2.3. Best Practices
The Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) and the Virginia
Department of Conservation and
Recreation have developed a set
of Best Management Practices
(BMPs) associated with managing
and mitigating stormwater in an
urban environment. These BMPs
can be structural or non-structural
practices, both of which are
designed to minimize the impacts
of development on surface and
groundwater systems.30 Structural
BMPs are practices that are
engineered and constructed, such as
bioretention basins. Nonstructural
BMPs refer to land use practices
like preserving open spaces.31 The
applicability and effectiveness of
LID practices will be influenced by
physical site characteristics such
as:32
• Soil suitability
• Topography
• Impervious surface
• Drainage
• Density of development
• Maintenance considerations
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Therefore, this plan is based on
a combination of scientific and
expert analysis of existing and
proposed conditions. The analysis
encompasses the review of existing
data, mapping and plans, site
analysis, and modeling of future
design scenarios.
Table 1 lists the types of LID
practices typically recommended for
urban catchment areas.

Figure 10. Rain Garden near Harris Hall

Figure 11. Planter Bed adjacent to Cabell Library

2. Background
Table 1. Recommended Stormwater BMPs

LID Control
Disconnection
Rain harvesting systems

Rain gardens

Green roofs

Bioretention basins

Infiltration trenches

Street planters

Permeable pavement and pavers

Description
Directs runoff from impervious areas such as roofs or parking lots
onto pervious areas such as lawns or vegetative strips, rather than
directly into storm drains.
Collects runoff from rooftops and conveys it to a cistern tank where
the water is available for uses that do not depend on potable water,
like irrigation.
Shallow depressions filled with an engineered soil mix that supports
vegetative growth. Designed to store and infiltrate captured runoff,
and retain water for plant uptake. They are commonly used on
individual home lots to capture roof runoff.
Vegetated detention systems placed on roof surfaces that capture and
temporarily store rainwater in a soil medium. They typically have a
waterproof membrane, a drainage layer, and a lightweight growing
medium populated with plants that absorb and evaporate water.
Excavated areas backfilled with a sand/soil mixture, planted with
native vegetation, and used to detain, filter, and infiltrate water.
They can be located in median strips, parking lot islands, and
easements.
Gravel-filled trench that is used to collect runoff from impervious
surfaces and infiltrate the runoff into the native soil. Some systems
are designed to filter runoff and reduce clogging by routing water
across grassed buffer strips.
Typically placed along sidewalks or parking areas. They consist of
concrete boxes filled with an engineered soil that supports vegetative
growth. Beneath the soil is a gravel bed that provides additional
storage as the captured runoff infiltrates into the existing soil below.
Street planters also can be designed with underdrains to avoid
ponding on sites with inadequate infiltration capacity.
Areas filled with gravel and paved over with permeable concrete or
asphalt mix. They may also be overset with a layer of pavers. Rainfall
passes through the pavement or pavers into the gravel storage layer
below where it can infiltrate at natural rates into the site’s native
soil.

Source: EPA, 2009
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Green infrastructure and LID BMPs
contribute to CSO control while
providing multiple environmental
and social benefits. This type of
green infrastructure can:33
• Reduce stormwater runoff rate
and volume;
• Increase sewer capacity;
• Decrease CSO events and total
discharge;
• Improve water quality;
• Improve community livability
and air quality;
• Reduce the urban heat island
effect;
• Reduce energy use;
• Create green jobs
Although green infrastructure
alone will not fully control CSOs,
it may be able to reduce the size
and need of gray infrastructure
control measures such as storage
facilities or treatment technologies
which require capital intensive
investments.34
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Figure 12. Rain Garden on NE corner of the Honors College

2. Background

2.4. Precedent Plans
The purpose of this section is
to identify previous stormwater
management plans that can inform
the VCU SWMP and provide a
foundation for process and outcomes
of the plan.
In 2011, P.D. Allison produced a
Water Management Plan for VOS
that explored water sustainability
on the VCU campus. Allison’s
plan introduced a comprehensive,
strategic campus-wide water
management plan. The plan provided
a detailed stormwater impact
analysis as well as an investigation
into how VCU managed its water
resources on campus in 2011.
Finally, the plan developed a series
of recommendations for future Best
Management Practices for reducing
potable water use and mitigating the
impacts of stormwater runoff.35
In 2013, Duffield Associates
produced a campus stormwater
management plan for the University
of Pennsylvania that provides
guidance and recommendations for
reducing the negative stormwater
runoff impacts that are created by
the impervious (building and paved)
surfaces of the University campus.36
The purpose of the plan is to “aid
campus planning by identifying
opportunities to incorporate
sustainable stormwater management
practices into future projects.”37

These opportunities were anticipated
to increase environmental
sustainability, increase green space,
and reduce utility costs associated
with stormwater runoff.
In 2014, Ayers Saint Gross developed
a Stormwater Management and
Landscape Master Plan for Rowan
University. This plan aims to provide
the foundation for a successful
and sustainable transformation by
devoting critical attention to the
environmental performance and
character of the future campus
landscape.
In 2016, MIT developed a
comprehensive campus-wide
stormwater management and
landscape ecology plan. MIT’s
campus is approximately 64%
impervious surface. This is a
useful comparison because VCU is
approximately 79% impervious.38

integrating stormwater management
into the university’s design and
planning standards.
The University of Wisconsin has
also produced a campus stormwater
plan. The university’s impervious
surface cover is comparable to
VCU’s at 66%.40 Like the VCU
Stormwater Management Plan,
Wisconsin’s stormwater plan also
aims to reduce stormwater runoff
through the innovative use of green
infrastructure and other practices
that mimic natural processes of
infiltration, evapotranspiration, and
reuse.

In 2013, Yale produced a Sustainable
Stormwater Management Plan.
Although Yale’s campus is
substantially larger than VCU,
approximately 55% of the campus
is covered in impervious surfaces.39
The plan outlines strategies for
better understanding stormwater
on Yale’s campus, investing in green
infrastructure potential, and
23
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3. Methodology

M

ost of the early methods of
controlling urban stormwater
emphasized the normative
gray infrastructure approach.
However, green infrastructure
practices are designed to mimic
natural hydrologic processes that
reduce the quantity and rate of
stormwater flows entering the
CSS as well as to improve the
overall quality of surface waters.41
By controlling stormwater runoff
through the process of infiltration,
evapotranspiration, and capture
and use, green infrastructure can
decrease runoff created on VCU’s
campus and increase the City’s
CSS capacity. The focus of the VCU
SWMP is to aid campus planning
by identifying opportunities to
incorporate sustainable stormwater
management practices into future
projects that reduce the total volume
of stormwater generated on VCU
parcels during a wet weather event.

Stormwater flows
through an alley in the
VCU SWMP Study Area

3. Methodology
One of the primary goals of the VCU
SWMP is to assess the volume of
stormwater generated from VCUowned parcels during a one-inch
rainstorm. The use of one inch of
runoff as a measure of progress is
consistent with other stormwater
management plan documents.42&43
Figure 13. Stormwater alley

To examine the extent that green
infrastructure and low impact
development BMPs can mitigate
stormwater runoff, an existing
conditions analysis was conducted.
This analysis included:
• A land cover analysis of
impervious surface on VCU’s
campuses;
• Historic structures on VCU's
campuses;
• Identification of CSO outfalls
associated with the study area;
• A detailed analysis of total
CSO events with the CSO
outfalls associated with the
study area;
• The number of wet weather
events (one inch or greater) in
the last year;
• A detailed analysis of existing
stormwater management
systems on campus;
• An analysis of potential
stormwater management
opportunities (Figure 13),
including VCU-owned vacant
parcels.
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Feedback from the community
is vital for identifying potential
stormwater problem locations in
the study area. Community survey
results directed the development
of recommendations for the VCU
SWMP. The final stormwater
management plan serves as a guide
for identifying optimum locations of
LID BMPs around VCU.
The Carver Area Civic Improvement
League, the Historic Jackson Ward
Association, and the Monroe Ward
Neighborhood Association are
community-based organizations
advocating for the preservation and
enhancement of their historically
significant neighborhoods (Figure
14). They also represent the
interests of many traditionally
underserved community members
within the project area. The VCU
SWMP survey was distributed to
the neighborhood organizations
review the threats of stormwater
pollution, review potential green
infrastructure, and initiate a
dialogue around community
concerns regarding stormwater and
green infrastructure.
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Strategies and actions were
developed to achieve the goals and
objectives defined in the VCU SWMP.
In addition to the research and
technical analysis, experts met in a
focus group to submit suggestions
for strategies that they feel will help
achieve the identified goals and
objectives. Once recommendation
actions were determined an
implementation plan was formulated.

Figure 14. Neighborhoods near the
VCU SWMP Study Area

3. Methodology

3.1. Research Questions
In order to successfully study the
existing conditions and subsequently
make recommendations for locationspecific best management practices,
several questions were researched.
Table 2 presents these questions.
Table 2. Research Questions

Research Questions

Information Sources

What is the total quantity of runoff associated
with the study area?

CHI PCSWMM and EPA's SWMM modeling

What are the most impacted locations of the
study area?

Community outreach survey

What stormwater BMPs have already been
implemented around VCU?

VCU Office of Sustainability and VCU Planning
Department

What are the additional areas around the study
area that are feasible for stormwater control
measures?

City of Richmond GIS and BMP Design
Requirements
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3.2. Sources of Information
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GIS data was collected from VCU's
Planning Department, VCU Center
for Environmental Studies, and the
City of Richmond.
Additionally, city and campus
stormwater management plans are
available to utilize as resources for
information. These resources are
noted in the section above.

Figure 15. EPA's Barrier Buster Brochure

Benefits of
Low Impact Development
How LID Can Protect Your Community’s Resources
What Is Low Impact Development (LID)?
LID includes a variety of practices that mimic or preserve natural drainage processes to
manage stormwater. LID practices typically retain rain water and encourage it to soak into
the ground rather than allowing it to run off into ditches and storm drains where it would
otherwise contribute to flooding and pollution problems (see www.epa.gov/nps/lid).

Why Should My Community Adopt LID?
LID Reduces Stormwater Runoff by Emphasizing Infiltration

Contrast this to an undeveloped
watershed, where vegetationcovered soil soaks up rainfall
rather than allowing it to run off
the land (Figure 2). Water filters
through the soil before reaching
the groundwater table or being
released slowly into streams.
An undeveloped watershed
provides clean, safe water.
Fortunately, by adding LID
solutions, communities can
help their watersheds act more
like undeveloped watersheds—
despite the ever-expanding
numbers of roads and rooftops.
LID practices such as natural or
man-made swales, depressions
and vegetated areas capture
and retain water onsite, allowing
time for water to soak into the
soil where it is naturally filtered.

A green roof absorbs rainwater,
reduces energy costs and offers wildlife
habitat in urban Portland, Oregon.

U S DA N R C S

As a community grows, so does the amount of surface area covered by parking lots,
roads and rooftops (Figure 1). Rainfall cannot soak through these hard surfaces; instead,
the rain water flows quickly across them—picking up pollutants along the way—and
enters ditches or storm drains, which usually empty directly and without treatment into
local waterways. Local streams
in urban areas are overwhelmed
by frequent urban flash flooding
and stream habitats are
smothered by sediments carried
by the excessive flows.

Figure 1. When roads, rooftops and parking lots cover much of the land, more than half of the rainfall runs
off and flows directly into surface waters. In highly developed areas, such as in Seattle, Washington (above
left), only 15 percent of rain water has the opportunity to soak into the ground.

U S DA N R C S

The Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) has published a wealth
of information related to urban
stormwater management. These
documents include guidance for
funding, long term control plans,
minimum controls, monitoring,
permitting, and design. The EPA has
also produced a series of Barrier
Buster informational documents
that will help address potential
issues raised in community meetings
(Figure 15).

There are several journals available
including the Journal of Hydrology
in which Lucas and Sample (2015)
applied the SWMM model, LID and
Green Stormwater Infrastructure
(GSI) alternatives to an urban
catchment in Richmond, VA.44
The LID controls that Lucas and
Sample chose were a variety of free
discharge controls and controlled
flow outlets, which they compared
to two non-LID alternatives, which
included existing site conditions
and gray infrastructure tunnel
storage. Their research found that
the controlled flow LID alternative
“performed substantially better”
than both the free discharge LID
and the gray alternatives in terms of
volume control.45

LID Barrier Busters Fact Sheet Series

In stormwater management,
incorporating LID is a concept that
aims to return a site to its predevelopment hydrologic function.
This type of management relies on
storage, infiltration, and ground
water recharge. These are microscale controls that require a
reduction in impervious surface and
a significant shift in the stormwater
management paradigm. This means
that unlike traditional approaches
to stormwater management that
typically convey and manage runoff
in large water treatment facilities,
LID BMPs address pollutant removal
through on-site treatment. See Table
1 for the list of suggested LID BMPs
commonly used in urban areas.

Figure 2. When vegetation and natural areas cover most of the land, such as in Oregon’s Upper Tillamook
Bay watershed (above left), very little water (only 10 percent) runs off into surface waters. Nearly half of
the rainfall soaks into the soil. The remaining water evaporates or is released into the air by vegetation.

3. Methodology

3.3. Focus Group Outreach Methods
The collaboration between expert
knowledge and local knowledge is
the process that develops successful
planning project outcomes.
With the combination of both
communicative action planning and
collaborative adaptive management
the probability of a successful
environmental sustainability project
increases significantly. The coproduction of the expert knowledge
of LID stormwater controls with the
local knowledge of what it will take
to make the project actually work is
the key to successfully implementing
sustainable green infrastructure and
LID projects.

Individuals from several
organizations were involved
throughout the process of the VCU
Stormwater Management Plan.
Beginning with an initial meeting
in February 2018, outreach and
communication was facilitated with
the focus group organizations. A
public outreach effort was initiated
to establish a base understanding of
current conditions throughout the
study area.
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3.3.1. Focus Group Identification
Focus groups can represent many
different organizations with many
different interests, including,
environmental groups, commercial
and business interests, wildlife and
habitat protection, boaters, and
outdoor enthusiasts. Groups that
were interested in contributing
insight and knowledge to the
VCU SMWP were contacted and
helped to form the focus group that
participated in the formation of the
VCU SWMP. These organizations
included:
• City of Richmond, Department
of Public Utilities – RVA H2O
• Virginia Department of
Environmental Quality
• Richmond Regional Planning
District Commission
• James River Association
• Lewis Ginter – Beautiful RVA
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In addition, Survey123, an ESRI
ArcGIS online application, was used
to develop a survey by VCU VOS was
updated and used as an additional
communication strategy. The survey
was distributed to VCU student
groups, neighborhood associations,
and to the public at large through
social media.
The survey enabled respondents to
identify a location in which they felt
stormwater was a problem. The
survey then asked respondents to
select answers to five questions:
• Tell us about the location?
• Tell us more about what
happens here when it rains?
• Are there any community
greening practices you would
like to see here?
• Anything additional to note?
• Want to get your hands dirty?

Neighborhood associations that
participated in the VCU SWMP
included:
• The Carver Area Civic
Improvement League
• The Historic Jackson Ward
Association
• Monroe Ward Neighborhood
Association
Student groups around VCU’s
campus were identified and
contacted to begin a series of
outreach meetings that were
meant to educate students about
the benefits of LID and green
infrastructure.

3. Methodology

3.4. Analytical Methods

Table 3. Land Cover Categories

Land Cover Category
Building Impervious
Non-building impervious
Non-tree vegetation
Tree canopy

Description
Rooftops
Parking lots, roads, and sidewalks
Pervious ground cover
Layer of leaves, branches, and stems of
trees that cover the ground when viewed
from above. Single trees with canopies
larger than 9 square meters were
detected.

In tandem with community outreach,
potential problem locations were
mapped within the study area using
Survey123, an ESRI online survey/
mapping application. The survey
questions and responses can be
found in Appendix A.
The integration of site-specific
LID controls in those areas will be
focused on increasing infiltration
and decreasing stormwater volume
to the CSS. The resulting locations
identified in the survey are outline in
the results section.
Current land cover characteristics
in the study area were also mapped
using ESRI ArcGIS software. The
land cover data set was downloaded
through the City of Richmond GIS
FTP website. Using high-resolution
(1 meter) National Agriculture
Imagery Program imagery
acquired in the summer of 2008 in
combination with remote sensing
techniques, land cover data for the
City was generated. A 96% accuracy
rate was found after conducting an
accuracy assessment. Single trees
with canopies larger than 9 square
meters were detected.46
Land cover categories include
nominal/categorical variables such
as building impervious, non-building
impervious, tree canopy, and nontree vegetation (Table 3).
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The land cover dataset available
from the City of Richmond contains
land cover categories for the entire
city. In order to calculate the land
cover percentage for the VCU SWMP
study area, the ESRI ArcGIS tool
“Extract by Mask” was used. Once
these variables were identified in the
study area, the values were summed.
Values of each variable were divided
by the total to calculate the percent
of each land cover category in the
study area. Values of each variable
were divided by the total to calculate
the percentage of each land cover
category in the study area. The
analysis of land cover data provides
the calculation necessary to estimate
the percentage of the study area
covered by impervious surface and
thus the runoff coefficient. The VCU
CES also identified vacant parcels
in the 2016 EPA grant report.
VCU-owned vacant parcels are
available through the VCU Facilities
Management Department, and can
be viewed as assets and resources
for expanding green infrastructure
in the VCU SWMP study area.
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The rational method outlined in
Marsh provides an approximation of
stormwater discharge (Table 4). This
method is best suited for watersheds
that are partially or fully developed,
however the reliability of the rational
method depends on the accuracy of
the values used for the coefficient of
runoff, concentration time, drainage
area, and rainstorm intensity.47 Table
XX lists the approximate coefficients
of runoff for selected urban areas.
Table 4. Coefficients for Runoff for Selected Urban Areas

Zone
Commercial
Residential

Industrial
Other

Description
Downtown
Shopping Centers
Single Family (5-7 houses/
acre)
Attached, multi-family
Light
Heavy
Railroad
Parks, cemetery
Playground

Runoff Coefficient
0.70-0.95
0.70-0.95
0.35-0.50
0.60-0.75
0.50-0.80
0.60-0.90
0.20-0.80
0.10-0.25
0.20-0.40

3. Methodology

This method is based on a formula
that combines the coefficient of
runoff with the intensity of rainfall
and the area of the study area. The
outcome gives the peak discharge:
Q=A*C*I
Where:
Q = discharge in cubic feet per
second
A = area in acres
C= coefficient of runoff
I= intensity of rainfall in inches per
hour

Measuring the runoff coefficient of
a typical rain event at a specific site
location will provide a baseline in
which to measure the effectiveness
of each on-site LID BMP. Runoff
coefficients for each site are
determined by comparing the
percentage of various land cover to
total site acreage.48 Using land cover
data from the City of Richmond GIS
website, the ratio of impervious
surface to pervious surface for each
site location were analyzed using
ESRI ArcGIS.
This baseline data was then used
as a control for more specific and
complex stormwater management
models that use the Computational
Hydraulics International’s (CHI)
PCSWMM. CHI’s PCSWMM is
water management software that is
designed using the EPA’s Stormwater
Management Model (SWMM5).

CHI PCSWMM is used for planning,
analysis, and design related to
stormwater runoff, combined and
sanitary sewers, and other drainage
systems in urban areas. SWMM
is a dynamic hydrology-hydraulic
water quality simulation model.
It is used for single event or longterm (continuous) simulation of
runoff quantity and quality from
primarily urban areas. The runoff
component operates on a collection
of sub-catchment areas that receive
precipitation and generate runoff
and pollutant loads. The routing
portion transports this runoff
through a system of pipes, channels,
storage/treatment devices, pumps,
and regulators.
PCSWMM tracks the quantity and
quality of runoff made within each
sub-catchment. It tracks the flow
rate, flow depth, and quality of
water in each pipe and channel
during a simulation period made
up of multiple time steps. The
latest update, PCSWMM has been
extended to model the hydrologic
performance of specific types of low
impact development (LID) controls.
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PCSWMM accounts for various
hydrologic processes that produce
runoff from urban areas, which
include the following:
• Time-varying rainfall
• Evaporation of standing
surface water
• Snow accumulation and
melting
• Rainfall interception from
depression storage
• Infiltration of rainfall into
unsaturated soil layers
• Percolation of infiltrated water
into groundwater layers
• Interflow between
groundwater and the drainage
system
• Nonlinear reservoir routing of
overland flow
• Runoff reduction via LID
controls
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PCSWMM was used to model the
potential effect that BMPs will
have on a particular catchment
area. SWMM tracks the quantity
and quality of runoff, and also
the hydrologic performance of
specific types of LID controls.49
SWMM is widely used to model LID
implementation in a watershed.50
A framework was developed that
allows VCU to efficiently evaluate,
manage, and implement stormwater
controls that work toward
sustainable goals and objectives.
The focus on green infrastructure
and LID emphasizes a water
quality-based strategy, aiming to
improve and protect the James River
watershed and its tributaries.

3. Methodology
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4. Research Findings
4.1. Analytical Results

T

he purpose of the VCU SWMP is
to mitigate the negative effects of
stormwater on the local watershed
that is generated from the two
VCU campuses. Each campus was
analyzed individually to account
for total area, impervious surface
percentage, and total volume of
runoff. The study area was identified
using the main concentrations of
VCU buildings on each campus
(Figure 16). The resulting study area
is consistent with the VCU Master
Plan.
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Figure 16. VCU-Owned Buildings and Parcels

4. Research Findings
Figure 17. Land Cover

One of the primary goals of the VCU
SWMP is to assess the feasibility of
managing one inch of runoff from
all campus impervious surfaces.
Another goal is to assess LID and
green infrastructure campuswide solutions to stormwater
management. To get an overall
understanding of the magnitude
of the effort required to manage
one inch of runoff from all VCU
impervious areas, all impervious
surface areas within the plan’s study
area were inventoried.
The study area’s land cover was first
analyzed to calculate impervious
surface (Figure 17). The inventory
areas are as follows:
• Total campus Study Area:
153.7 acres
• Total impervious area: 121.8
acre
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Figure 18 shows each land cover
category. Impervious surface was
calculated by dividing the associated
impervious (building and nonbuilding) values by the total value of
the clipped raster (sum).
Figure 18. Land Cover Analysis Methodology
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Table 5. Land Cover Inventory

Land Cover Categories

Monroe Park

MCV

Percent Land Cover

Non-Building Impervious

36.05%

38.19%

Non-Tree Vegetation

10.11%

13.01%

Tree Canopy

10.05%

8.38%

Building Impervious

43.79%

40.42%

100.00%

100.00%

79.85%

78.61%

Total
Total Impervious

The study area’s land cover was first
analyzed to calculate impervious
surface (Table 5). The inventory
areas are as follows:
• Total campus Study Area:
153.7 acres
• Total impervious area: 121.8
acre
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Figure 19 displays the relative
balance of impervious surface area
between the two campuses, and the
relative imbalance of impervious
surface to vegetation and tree
canopy.
Figure 19. Land Cover Comparison
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In total, the VCU SWMP study area
is approximately 79.2% impervious
surface (Table 6).

Table 6. Impervious Surface Percentage

Site*

Total Acreage

Monroe Park
MCV
Total

94.39
59.28
153.67

Impervious Cover (ac)
75.36
46.60
121.75

% Impervious
79.85%
78.61%
79.23%

*Area within study area		
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Richmond Stormwater Fees
The City of Richmond Department
of Public Utilities implemented a
Stormwater Utility in July 2009 to
manage the stormwater that runs off
the properties of city residents and
business owners.51
The Stormwater Utility Fee is
directly related to the amount of
impervious surface area that a parcel
contains. Richmond's fee structure
is set up as a three-tiered rate
structure for single family residential
(SFR) parcels and rates for nonresidential parcels are calculated per
ERU (Equivalent Residential Unit).52
1 ERU = 1,425 sq. ft.
Rates per ERU for Commercial/
Industrial parcels are $47.25 per
ERU annually.

According to University Planner,
Jeffrey Eastman, VCU spent $73,351
on stormwater fees last year
(FY 2017) (J. Eastman, Personal
Communication, May 2, 2018).
However, that was just the Monroe
Park Campus alone. The VCU
Health System is charged seperately
from the University. At the time of
this publication, that fee remains
undisclosed. However, based on the
ERU rate and the Medical School's
impervious cover in the study area:
46.6 acres impervious surface
= 2,029,896 sq ft of impervious
surface.
2,029,896 sq ft / 1,425 sq. ft. = 1,424
ERUs
1,424 ERUs x $47.25 = $67,307 in
annual stormwater fees.
Therefore, VCU's combined
stormwater fee is close to $140,658
per year.
It should be noted that this
stormwater fee calculation is
most certainly too high, because
the impervious surface analysis
considered roads and sidewalks
within the VCU SWMP Study Area.
The stormwater fee only applies to
VCU-owned parcels.
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However, simply because this
analysis considered roads and
sidewalks in the impervious surface
calculation does not mean that this
analysis is without merit. Reducing
impervious surface area will still
reduce VCU's annual stormwater
fees. Non-residential properties
are elegible for partial credits
that meet DPU's defined criteria
of stormwater contol measures
and best management practices.
The following section lays out
recommendations for these type of
green infrastructure and low impact
development.

4. Research Findings

Figure 20. PCSWMM Model: Monroe Park

To model a wet weather event, a
simple model was designed for
each campus using Computational
Hydraulics Int. (CHI) PCSWMM
software (Figure 20 & 21).
PCSWMM uses the EPA’s SWMM5
model which has been widely used
to model LID implementation in a
watershed.53 The model calculates
rainfall-runoff, routing, and possible
flooding. The model is based on
dynamic wave routing of overland
flow allowing for SCS or Hortonian
infiltration. It also has the potential
to model LID BMPs.
The Monroe Park campus and
VCU Medical School campus were
modeled as separate catchments to
analyze the amount of stormwater
generated from each campus.
Stormwater created in the model
flows through the catchment to the
junction, which in turn flows through
the conduit to the outfall.
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For each catchment, an outfall and a
junction were created and connected
via a conduit. Each catchment
accounted for slope and impervious
surface percentage.
The junction was given a 10 ft invert
elevation and a 10 ft depth.
The conduit was modeled after a
circular 1 ft diameter conduit with a
0.014 roughness.
The outfall was given a rim elevation
of 10 ft and an invert elevation of 0
ft. This allows stormwater to flow
through the conduit without creating
flooding at the junction.
Detailed maps and specific inputs
are located in Appendix B.
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Figure 21. PCSWMM Model: Medical Campus

4. Research Findings

The data source for the storm
scenario was a PCSWMM Timeseries
SCS Type II 1-inch event. The model
is based upon Dynwave flow routing
and Hortonian infiltration. The
hydrograph is typical of an urban
watershed with peak flow resulting
immediately following the most
intense portion of the wet weather
event (Figure 22).
Figure 22. Model Precipitation Graph and Hydrograph

The top part of the graph represents
rainfall and the bottom represents
runoff over time.
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PCSWMM calculated an average RV
coefficient of 0.761 for both sites
which is within Marsh’s “Downtown”
runoff coefficient range (0.70-0.95).
Based on the model storm scenario
and RV coefficient, total stormwater
runoff generated on VCU parcels
in the study area in a one-inch rain
storm is approximately 3,149,209
gallons. At peak discharge the study
area generates over 67 cubic feet of
stormwater per second (Table 7).
Table 7. Model Runoff Coefficients and Total Runoff

Runoff Coefficients
Site*

Total
Impervious Cover
% Impervious
Acreage
(ac)

Approx. Runoff volume 1"
event (gal)

Peak
runoff
(cfs)

Monroe Park

94.4

75.4

79.85%

0.766

1,947,002

37.72

MCV

59.3

46.6

78.61%

0.756

1,206,934

29.71

Total

153.7

121.7

79.23%

0.761

3,149,209

67.43

*Area within study area
**Calculated with PCSWMM					
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RV
Coefficient**
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Figure 23. Stormwater Volume in VCU's Siegel Center

To illustrate the magnitude of this
stormwater volume, Figure 23
shows a representation of the runoff
volume “stored” in the basketball
court area of the VCU Siegel Center.
Rough dimensions of the court and
stands is approximately 58,050
square feet, which means that
420,988 cubic feet of stormwater
would fill this area to just beneath
the basketball hoop at 7.25 feet.

7.25'

Image Source: Around the Horns https://aroundthehorns.wordpress.com/2012/09/24/vcu-revealsupdated-court-design/
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Using the following model, a flow
analysis was conducted to track
the flow of stormwater through the
study area (Figure 24).

Credit: Wyatt Carpenter. VCU Office of Sustainability.
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Figure 24. Flow Model

4. Research Findings

Figure 25. Flow Model

The result of the Flow Model shows
that, not surprisingly, most overland
flow follows the roads (Figure 25).
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Figure 26. CSS Outfall Catchments Associated with the VCU SWMP Study Area

Currently, the majority of this
stormwater flows over land, through
campus, and into Richmond’s CSS.
There are multiple outfalls within the
combined sewer system service area
that are associated with the study
area. Figure 26 shows the areas that
each of the CSO outfalls that are
associated with the study area.
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Figure 27. CSO Outfall Locations

The outfall locations are available
from the City of Richmond
Department of Public Utilities
website. Figure 27 shows CSO
outfalls 006, 010, and 011 which
service the study area.
It should be noted that the CSO 006
outfalls A, B, C, and E in Shockoe
Creek have a rainfall threshold for
overflow of only 0.2 to 0.3-inches per
hour. This is the lowest threshold for
overflow in the entire CSS.

Source: City of Richmond Department of Public Utilities

Figure 28. CSO Outfall No. 006
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Table 8 below shows the total
number of CSO overflows that
were associated with the study
area outfalls in 2016. The City of
Richmond experienced 406 total
CSOs in 2016 – 44 of which were
associated with the CSO outfalls
associated with the study area.
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Table 8. Total CSO Events in 2016

Location Jan Feb March April May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Total
4
3
3
2
2
8
5
5
3
6
2
1
2
42
5
0
2
0
0
5
4
5
0
5
2
1
3
27
6
1
3
0
0
8
4
3
0
5
2
0
1
27
7
0
1
0
0
4
0
4
1
4
0
0
1
15
9
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
10
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
2
11
0
2
0
1
4
0
3
1
3
0
0
1
15
12
0
1
0
0
2
0
2
0
3
1
0
1
10
14
0
2
0
0
7
4
4
1
3
1
0
1
23
15
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
16
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
17
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
18
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
2
19
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
8
1
1
4
16
20
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
8
2
1
4
15
21
2
5
0
2
9
5
5
2
6
1
0
2
39
24
0
2
0
2
6
3
4
2
6
1
0
1
27
25
0
0
0
0
1
0
2
0
1
0
0
0
4
26
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
28
0
3
1
2
7
3
5
3
6
2
1
1
34
31
0
1
0
1
2
3
3
1
4
0
0
0
15
33
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
1
0
0
0
3
34
0
1
0
0
1
0
2
0
2
0
0
0
6
35
0
1
0
0
2
0
4
2
3
0
0
0
12
39
0
2
0
2
6
3
4
2
6
1
0
1
27
40
4
4
2
2
9
6
5
2
7
2
0
2
45
Total
10 33 5
14
82
42
64 20
88
18 5
25
406
Source: City of Richmond, DPU 2016
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Table 9. Wet Weather Events (1-inch or greater)

Date of Event

Total Rain (in)

12/6/2016
1/23/2017
3/14/2017
3/31/2017
5/5/2017
5/12/2017
7/5/2017
8/29/2017
10/11/2017
10/29/2017

1.3
1.17
1.07
1
1.52
1.24
1.63
1.02
1.3
1.75

Hours of
Rainfall

8.1
5.5
7.9
5.9
3.8
8.2
4.1
9.1
3.3
8

Maximum Storm
Intensity (in/hr)
0.84
1.32
0.36
1.08
2.28
0.48
0.84
0.24
1.32
1.92

In the last year, there have been 10
wet weather events in Richmond
where rainfall totaled 1 inch or
greater. Table 9 outlines when these
storms happened, total rainfall,
duration of the storm, and maximum
storm intensity.

Source: City of Richmond, Department of Public Utilities, 2017.
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4.1.1. Existing Stormwater Management Practices
VCU has already implemented
numerous stormwater management
practices. These projects include
green roofs, bioretention, and
disconnection. Some of the projects
are LEED certified. Table 10 lists the
BMPs in the VCU SWMP study area.
Table 10. Existing BMPs on VCU Campuses

Location
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BMP

Life Sciences Building
Harris Hall

"Bayscaping" (native plant installations)
Rain garden

Pollak Building
Academic learning commons
Honors college
Honors college
ICA
ICA
Engineering school
Cary St Gym
West Grace Residence Hall South
West Grace Residence Hall North
Marshall St Basketball Office
Academic learning commons
Cary and Belvidere Residential college

Green roof
Green roof
Bio retention
Green roof
Green roof
Bio retention
Bio retention (for filtration)
Two 6,000 gallon Fiberglass Cisterns in planting beds
20,000 gallon Fiberglass Cistern
20,000 gallon Concrete Cistern
Two 6,000 Fiberglass Cisterns and Bio retention
20,000 gallon Fiberglass Cistern
Concrete Stormfilter

4. Research Findings

Figure 29. Existing Stormwater BMPs on VCU Campuses

Figure 29 displays where these
BMPs are located around the study
area. BMPs were digitized according
to the BMP list using ArcGIS Editor
tool.
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Table 11 presents an abbreviated list of native plants that the
Virginia Department of Conservation and Recreation (VDCR)
recommends for stormwater management BMPs.54
Table 11. Recommended Native Plants

Tree/Shrub

*Zone

Form

Inundation
Tolerance

Wildlife Value

Notes

Black Cherry
(Prunus serotina)

5,6

Dec. Tree

Yes

High, fruit is eaten by
many birds.

Temporarily flooded forested areas. Possible fungus
infestation.

Black Walnut
(Juglans nigra)

5,6

Dec. Tree

Yes

High, food.

Temporarily flooded wetlands along flood plains. Well
drained, rich soils.

Blackgum or Sourgum
(Nyssa sylvatica)

4,5,6

Dec. Tree

Yes

High, songbirds,
egrets, herons,
raccoons, owls.

Can be difficult to transplant. Prefers sun to partial shade.

Black Willow
(Salix nigra)

3,4,5

Dec. Tree

Yes

High, browsing and
cavity nesters.

Rapid growth, stabilizes stream banks. Full sun.

Buttonbush
(Cephalanthus
occidentalis)

2,3,4,5

Dec. Shrub

Yes

High, ducks and
shorebirds. Seeds,
nectar and nesting.

Full sun to partial shade. Will grow in dry areas.

Elderberry
(Sambucus
canadensis)

4,5,6

Dec. Shrub

Yes

Extremely high for
food and cover, for
birds and mammals.

Full sun to partial shade.

Red Maple
(Acer rubrum)

4,5,6

Dec. Tree

Yes

High, seeds and
browse. Tolerates
acidic soil.

Rapid growth.

River Birch
(Betula nigra)

3,4

Dec. Tree

Yes

Low, but good for
cavity nesters.

Bank erosion control. Full sun.

Shadbush,
Serviceberry
(Amelanchier
canadensis)

5,6

Dec. Tree

Yes

High, nesting, cover
and food. Birds and
mammals.

Prefers partial shade. Common in forested wetlands and
upland woods.

Silky Dogwood
(Cornus amomum)

5,6

Dec. Shrub

Yes

High, songbirds,
mammals.

Shade and drought tolerant. Good bank stabilizer.

*Zone
*Zone
*Zone
*Zone
*Zone
*Zone
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1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:

Submergent Aquatic Vegetation
Shallow Water Bench - 6-12 inches Deep
Shoreline Fringe - Regularly Inundated Area
Riparian Fringe - Periodically Inundated Area, Wet Soils
Floodplain Terrace - Infrequently Inundated, Moist Soils
Upland Slopes - Seldom or Never Inundated, Moist To Dry Soils
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4.2. Community Outreach Survey Results
Figure 30. Identified Stormwater Problem Locations

4.2.1. Identified Stormwater Problems
A series of surveys surrounding
stormwater problem locations
were conducted. The Office of
Sustainability first started surveying
students and community members
in 2017. The VCU SWMP team
then updated the survey and began
surveying again. A total of 18
responses were recorded from the
VOS survey and 27 were recorded
from the VCU SWMP survey as of
April 11, 2018. Survey 123 is an
ArcGIS Online survey application
that allows users to geolocate an
area of concern. Figure 30 displays
the combined results of the surveys
below.
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There were a total of 45 respondents
who identified problem locations.
Each respondent could choose
multiple community greening
practices that they would like to see
implemented (Table 12).
Of the 45 respondents, 35% would
like to see permeable pavers in the
problem location they identified,
16% would like to see a rain garden,
13% would like a tree planted in the
problem location, 10% would like to
see the area become a community
space, and 8% want a planter box
installed. Additionally, 10% of
respondents indicated they would
like some other type of greening
practice implemented in the problem
area, and 8% said they simply want
to see the drain fixed. The full survey
and responses can be found in
Appendix A.
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Table 12. Survey Results

Greening Practice
Rain Garden
Planter Box
Permeable Pavement
Community Space
Plant a tree
Other
Fix the drain!

Number of times chosen

10
5
22
6
8
6
5
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4.3. Focus Group Results
The purpose of the focus group was
to review the overall objective of
the VCU SWMP, discuss challenges
and barriers to successful
stormwater management plans,
discuss successful maintenance
strategies, and address criteria
and results that should direct
goals and recommendations. The
organizations represented at the
focus group were from the non-profit
sector, Richmond Department of
Public Utilities, Virginia Department
of Environmental Quality, and the
Richmond Region Planning District
Commission. The feedback gathered
during the focus group included:

Results feedback:
• The sub-watersheds identified
in the City data are strictly
drainage areas. The only
sub-watershed that should be
included in the study area is
the Shockoe/Cannon Creek
watershed.
• Conduits in the model should
be one-foot diameter
• Study Area map should be
outlined, not filled.
• Drainage areas in the study
area should be identified. DPU
will provide this data.

Challenges identified:
• The VCU SWMP study area is
small and densely developed.
For this reason, viable space
to implement LID BMPs is
limited.
• Many of the campus buildings
are historic and would not be
viable for structural BMPs like
green roofs. Disconnection is
a viable alternative.
• Level of effort to maintain
BMPs

• A block-by-block analysis of the
study area should be modeled.
Existing VCU BMPs should
be modeled to calculate the
percentage of total stormwater
abated. Theoretical analysis
should be conducted to
estimate the number of
BMPs that are necessary
to completely eliminate
stormwater runoff from the
study area.
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Goals and opportunities:
• Although space is limited
for BMPs, structural BMPs
like underground cisterns
or parking lot bioretention
basins would not take up
additional surface square
footage. This approach would
maximize space and efficiency.
Ideas were to catch runoff
by implementing a policy of
underground cisterns with all
new building construction.
• The student body is a built-in
workforce for maintenance.
Opportunities for student
volunteering can be used
for educational purposes
and resume building. One
weekend per semester could
be dubbed “All Hands” days.
• Permeable pavers were
discussed and all groups see
benefits to including them in
the possible BMPs.
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Limited surface space provides an opportunity for
underground BMPs like cisterns, however these
are expensive to retrofit. Therefore, incorporating
and constructing BMPs concurrently with other
capital projects is a cost-effective solution to
stormwater managment issues...
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4.4. Maintenance Strategy
One of the goals that was defined
at the beginning of the VCU
SWMP planning process was the
development of a maintenance
strategy. Many of the selected BMP
strategies require maintenance to
ensure the strategy is performing
as it should and will continue to
meet its desired objectives. Often
this maintenance can be difficult to
plan and implement. The following
strategy was identified using
precedent plans and guidance
documents from the EPA, VDEQ, and
VDCR.

Maintenance strategy
• Identify landscape
management practices
currently employed on campus
and determine if changes need
to be made.
• Develop a maintenance budget
• Inspections to determine what,
if anything, needs to be done
to restore the stormwater
BMP to its intended operating
condition
• Maintenance – clean, repair, or
replace system components as
necessary to restore BMP
• Monitor – evaluate the BMP
to ensure it is meeting the
performance criteria of the
approved design

Maintain all BMPs to ensure
maximum efficiency
• Irrigation as needed during the
lifespan of the BMP
• Maintaining sufficient plant
cover
• Clear drains for proper
drainage.
• Inspection and repair of BMPs
• Minimize use of fertilizer,
herbicides, and pesticides
• Remove and replace dead
vegetation
• Remove invasive plant species

• Develop a detailed record of
inspection and maintenance
for BMPs.
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City of Richmond Department of Public
Utilities. Stormwater Utility Brochure.
Available online at http://www.richmondgov.
com/dpu/documents/stormwaterbrochure.
pdf
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Source: Virginia Department of
Conservation and Recreation. 1999. Virginia
Stormwater Management Handbook.
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5. Recommendations
his section describes the
T
recommended actions to be
taken on the part of the VCU Office

of Sustainability and the Center
for Environmental Studies in order
to achieve the goals set forth for
the plan. During the VCU SWMP
planning process stormwater
mitigation was the primary
goal. Feedback from community
outreach and focus group results
both reinforced this goal as well
as offered additional insight into
areas that could support the desired
outcomes. A lack of available surface
area around campus in which to
install stormwater control measures
was identified and the solution
to this problem was to construct
underground cisterns and green
roofs on buildings that could support
such infrastructure.

5. Recommendations
The need for a connected student
body was identified as one of
the number one challenges to
maintenance. A sense of identity that
reinforces students’ passion for a
maintaining multifunctional outdoor
spaces was identified as the key
for successful implementation and
maintenance of green infrastructure.
The need for more cohesion and
connectivity across the campus
for a holistic sense of place, and
the need for landscapes that can
provide multiple functions, from
the social and recreational to the
treatment of stormwater is a major
issue. Green gateways can both
connect the community to the
campus as well as instill a sense of
passion and identity in the study
body. With these results in mind,
the following goals, objectives, and
actions were identified for successful
implementation of the VCU SWMP.
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5.1. Vision Statement
The primary goal of the VCU SWMP
is to reduce the overall volume of
stormwater discharge from the
VCU campuses. To accomplish
this goal a systematic shift needs
to occur in the thinking behind
stormwater mitigation. For too
long, VCU has relied on Richmond’s
antiquated combined sewer
system to manage stormwater
generated on its campuses. This
CSS discharges stormwater directly
into the James River with only a
small rain event. This transition
to green infrastructure and LID
BMPs shifts the emphasis of
macro-management to micromanagement. By implementing the
following recommendations, VCU
has the opportunity to become
a model urban green campus,
treating stormwater at its source
and moving the campus closer to
predevelopment hydrologic function.
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5.2. Goals, Objectives, Actions

Rain Garden near Harris Hall

Goal 1. Reduce the overall
volume of stormwater discharge
from VCU campuses.

Objective 1.1. Reduce the overall
impervious surface area around VCU
campuses by 10%.

The research findings indicate
that the VCU SWMP study area
produces approximately 3.1 million
gallons of stormwater in a one-inch
rain storm. This stormwater runoff
decreases the capacity of the already
overburdened combined sewer
system in the City and contributes to
the overall number of CSO events as
well as the total volume of discharge.
Implementing the following
objectives and actions will reduce
the overall volume of the stormwater
runoff from the VCU campuses.

One of the simplest ways to reduce
the overall volume of stormwater
runoff is to reduce impervious
area. There are numerous locations
across campus where small
stormwater BMPs can be integrated
into the landscape as part of
future architectural or landscape
improvements. By reducing the total
impervious surface around campus,
more stormwater can infiltrate into
BMPs or into the ground, which
will decrease runoff and increase
combined sewer system capacity.

Cisterns under new basketball training
facility

Action 1.1.1. Construct small rain
gardens and bioretention basins
where feasible around campus.
Plant vegetative infiltration strips
like grass filters around buildings
where water can infiltrate, filtering
stormwater and recharging ground
water.
Action 1.1.2. Install underground
cisterns and connect downspouts
to rain barrels in areas where
space is limited. Use this collected
stormwater for irrigation.
Action 1.1.3. Incorporate nonstructural stormwater management
practices like grassy swales around
buildings and parking lots where
feasible.
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Objective 1.2. Integrate stormwater
controls into surface parking lots.
Traditional surface parking lots
contribute to a large portion of the
volume of stormwater generated on
campus parcels. These areas also
tend to have very high amounts of
oil, grease, grit, and other debris
that washes off the pavement and
into the combined sewer system.
Action 1.2.1 Retrofit existing
parking lots with stormwater
BMPs like bioretention, bioswales,
increased tree canopy, and
permeable pavers.
Action 1.2.2. Construct bioswales
along the perimeter of parking lots,
creating a disruption in the flow of
stormwater, filtering pollutants, and
improving the aesthetic value of the
parking lot.
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Bioinfiltration trench in Chimborazo Elementary School's parking lot

5. Recommendations
Objective 1.3. Develop new building
design guidelines that require 100%
of new buildings to incorporate
additional stormwater control
measures.
Green roof on VCU's Pollack Building

Incorporating LID BMPs into new
buildings will effectively reduce
impervious roof area. Design
guidelines are also necessary when
thinking about the longitudinal
impact of the VCU SWMP.
Retrofitting a site is generally
more expensive and less effective
than incorporating LID BMPs in
conjunction with other capital
improvement projects. Underground
stormwater management practices
like cisterns are also more feasible
when implemented at time of
construction.
Action 1.3.1. Design all new
campus buildings to capture the first
1-inch of rainfall. Building BMPs
in conjunction with other capital
improvement plans has been shown
to significantly reduce costs.
Action 1.3.2. Develop a
comprehensive database of existing
LID BMPs on campus and develop
a database of potential locations for
BMPs that can be integrated into
future capital improvement projects.
Action 1.3.3. Maintain a list of
stormwater “problem areas” around
campus. These problem areas may
be areas that experience poor
drainage or ponding issues.
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Goal 2. Create a variety of
multifunctional spaces that serve
as both gathering and social
places as well as functioning
stormwater management controls
that both enhance the campus
experience.

Objective 2.1. Design two key
“green gateways” to create a strong
identity for the VCU campuses
through improved landscape quality,
which reinforce pedestrian access
to campus and are enhanced by
streetscape plantings.

This goal was identified through
community outreach, focus group
results, and expert interviews.
Defining a sense of identity in the
VCU student body is important for
several reasons. Identity is the first
step of instilling a sense of passion
around attending school at an urban
green campus.

Action 2.1.1. Reinforce green
gateways with structural rain
gardens or nonstructural plantings
along the streetscape.
Action 2.1.2. Plant street trees
in tree pits along sidewalks near
gateways.

Street trees in curb bump out near
Floyd Ave and N Linden St
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5. Recommendations
Objective 2.2. Develop spaces
that serve as research and learning
opportunities.

Raised box gardens at
Chimborazo Elementary School's
Learning garden

Education is important around
issues like stormwater pollution,
environmental threats, and
food insecurity. These areas are
interconnected and should be
addressed as such.
Action 2.2.1. Develop a series
of campus gardens. These can
be structural rain gardens,
nonstructural urban food gardens, or
nonstructural pollinator gardens.
Action 2.2.2. Integrate campus
gardens and other LID BMPs into the
curriculum to educate students.
Action 2.2.3. Collaborate with
nonprofit organizations like the Blue
Sky Fund that work with students.

Above: DPU’s storm drain art art project:
It All Drains to the James

Action 2.2.4. Collaborate with the
VCU Art Department to conduct
storm drain art around campus
similar to the DPU’s storm drain art
initiative.

Chimborazo Elementary School's
Learning garden
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Goal 3. Ensure all existing and
future stormwater controls and
LID BMPs are maintained to
maximum efficiency.
One of the goals that was defined
at the beginning of the VCU
SWMP planning process was the
development of a maintenance
strategy. Many of the selected BMP
strategies require maintenance to
ensure the strategy is performing
as it should and will continue to
meet its desired objectives. Often
this maintenance can be difficult
to plan and implement. However,
as a research university, VCU has
a secret weapon to combat the
maintenance challenge: its student
body.
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Objective 3.1. Adopt a formal
maintenance plan and allocate funds
for stormwater controls.
Action 3.1.1. Meet with Facilities
Management to obtain cost
proposals for stormwater facility
maintenance from several companies
specializing in these operations.
Stormwater facility maintenance
requires specialized knowledge and
equipment.
Action 3.1.2. Develop a
maintenance budget.
Action 3.1.3. Create an invasive
species master plan.
Action 3.1.3. Collaborate with the
City to estimate stormwater fee
credits.

5. Recommendations
Bayscaping near Life Sciences building

Objective 3.2. Train 10 students
as volunteer coordinators each
academic year.
The majority of survey respondents
indicated they would “maybe”
like to get involved with green
infrastructure maintenance. This
response demonstrates a potential
interest in either stormwater
management, maintenance of green
infrastructure, or both. To increase
student involvement, a sense of
passion must be created within the
VCU student body that is centered
around a green urban campus.
Action 3.2.1. Set up a program
that builds student capacity for
urban greening and maintenance.
Incentivize students by creating a
one credit course offered to students
interested in becoming volunteer
coordinators.
Action 3.2.2. Train students as
volunteer coordinators. Assign
volunteer coordinators to specific
green spaces.
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Objective 3.3. Dedicate one
weekend per semester as a volunteer
day for green infrastructure
maintenance and “Make It Real” for
the VCU student body.
Action 3.3.1. Coordinate with
student groups to increase
participation.
Action 3.3.2. Delineate
responsibilities. Outline activities
like picking up trash, removing
weeds or nonnative plant species,
harvesting vegetables, or trimming
growth.
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5. Recommendations

5.3. Case Study Locations
Figure 31. Case Study Locations

Two locations in the study area
were identified based on the
research findings (Figure 31).
These case study locations provide
an opportunity to explore design
recommendations.
The two focus areas are located at:

Location 1

Location 2

1. The corner of W Franklin St
and N Harrison St, in the
parking lot behind Scherer
Hall, next to the Pollak
Building.
2. The block of N Belvidere St
from W Grace St to W Broad
St.
These two focus areas discussed
in this section provide preliminary
concept that present the application
of stormwater and landscape
management practices outlined in
this plan.
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5.3.1. Focus Area 1
On the western edge of the study
area, at the corner of W Franklin St
and N Harrison St, in the parking
lot behind Scherer Hall, next to the
Pollak Building, there is a significant
runoff problem (Figure 32).
This area was identified by
overlaying the flow analysis and the
survey results. These findings were
verified through visual inspection
during a site visit.
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Figure 32. Focus Area 1

5. Recommendations

Figure 33. 3-D Rendering of Focus Area 1
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Figure 34. Focus Area 1 Existing Conditions

When surface parking lots experience
stormwater problems, implementing
bioretention trenches to mitigate runoff is
recommended.

Figure 36. Profile of Focus
Area 1
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Figure 35. Focus Area 1 Proposed Recommendations

5. Recommendations
5.3.2. Focus Area 2
Focus Area 2 extends north along N
Belvidere St from W Grace St to W
Broad St (Figure 37).
The goals for this area are:

Figure 37. Focus Area 2

• To integrate stormwater
management practices along a
major campus corridor (including
streets) that define a gateway to
the Monroe Park campus.
• To introduce stormwater
treatment practices.
• To create a defined sense of
identity and entry for the campus.
This corridor is an important
focus area, in that it serves as
an opportunity to strengthen the
identity of VCU as a gateway to
campus.
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Figure 38. Proposed Green Gateway to Monroe Park Campus
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5. Recommendations

Figure 39. Focus Area 2 Existing Conditions

Figure 40. Focus Area 2 Proposed Recommendations

Figure 41. N Belvidere Profile
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Figure 42. Surface Parking Lot Existing Conditions
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Figure 43. Surface Parking Lot Proposed Recommendations

5. Recommendations

Figure 44. W Grace St Existing Conditions

Figure 45. W Grace St Proposed Recommendations
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The green gateway features
sidewalks lined with tree pits,
reinforcing the campus identity and
aesthetic (Figure 46).
The stormwater practices being
developed in the VCU SWMP that
require integration with the existing
infrastructure (such as tying in the
back of a drop inlet) should involve
discussion with the City of Richmond
DPU and detailed site analysis.
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Figure 46. Proposed Surface Parking Lot Treatment

6. Implementation Plan

6. Implementation Plan
As a planning tool for Virginia
Commonwealth University, an
implementation plan has been
developed in order to prioritize
each goal. Each goal presented in
the Recommendations section are
displayed in Table 15 on page 96.
Each individual action was entered
into the implementation table.
The VCU Office of Sustainability is
the primary party responsible for
conducting the implementation of
the VCU Stormwater Management
Plan. Coordination with VCU Center
for Envrionmental Studies, VCU
Facilities Management, Physical
Plant, and private developers, will
ensure that the plan is successfully
completed.
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6.1. Funding Opportunities
In order for these goals to be successfully implemented, VCU needs to engage with the community, University faculty,
and students using this plan as a starting point to guide the process. The following funding opportunities were
identified in the CES EPA Urban Waters Report and updated for the VCU SWMP accordingly:
Table 13. Funding Opportunities

Grant
No.

Program or
Organization

1.

Virginia
Commonwealth
University

2.

Grant Name

Grant Description

February

This grant requires a partnership from at least two departments from VCU and
at least one community organization from the Richmond Metropolitan Statistical
Area. This community organization may be a government agency, community or
nonprofit organization, school or an affiliate of a local membership organization.
Partnerships that span both campuses will be given priority. Required to provide
in-kind or in-cash match.

Virginia Department of Nonpoint Source
Environmental Quality Implementation
(DEQ)
Projects

February/
March

Approximately $2-3 million in Federal Clean Water Act Section 319(h) grant
funding is available to support projects that will result in advancement of goals
and milestones included in eligible TMDL implementation plans and watershedbased plans. Eligible applicants include Virginia institutions of higher education.

3.

National Fish and
Chesapeake Bay
Wildlife Foundation’s
Small Watershed
(NFWF) Chesapeake
Grants (SWG)
Bay Stewardship Fund

May (RFP)

SWG grants are awarded to projects within the Chesapeake Bay watershed that
promote community-based efforts to protect and restore the diverse natural
resources of the bay and its tributary rivers and streams. SWG grants are
between $20,000 and $200,000 and must have matching contributions equal to
at least 25 percent of total project costs.

4.

Virginia
Environmental
Endowment (VEE)

Grant Program

June/
December

The Endowment makes grants to nonprofit organizations as well as educational
institutions. Projects that emphasize Collective Impact will be prioritized.
Collective Impact is a contemporary approach of working together to accomplish
more than what individual actions can achieve, and is becoming a preferred
collaborative adaptive management technique for complex sustainability
challenges. A detailed project budget and matching funds are required.

5.

Project Learning Tree
(PLT)

GreenWorks! Grant

September

Grants up to $1,000 to schools and youth organizations for environmental
service-learning projects that link classroom learning to the real world. Students
implement an action project they help design to green their school or to improve
an aspect of their neighborhood’s environment. To be eligible to apply for the
grant, applicants must have attended a PLT workshop.

6.

National Science
Foundation

Environmental
Sustainability

October

The goal of the Environmental Sustainability program is to promote sustainable
engineered systems that support human well-being and that are also compatible
with sustaining natural (environmental) systems.

7.

American Water

Environmental Grant
Program

December

Grants up to $10,000 are available for projects that improve, restore, or protect
watersheds in the American Water service area (this includes Virginia).
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Community
Engagement Grant

Annual
Deadline

6. Implementation Plan

6.2. Responsible Organizations and Possible Funding Opportunities

Table 14. Goals, Objectives, Actions

*RDOV2EMHFWLYHV$FWLRQV

5HVSRQVLEOH
2UJDQL]DWLRQ

3RVVLEOH)XQGLQJ

*RDO5HGXFHWKHRYHUDOOYROXPHRIVWRUPZDWHUGLVFKDUJHIURP9&8FDPSXVHV









2EMHFWLYH5HGXFHWKHRYHUDOOLPSHUYLRXVVXUIDFHDUHDDURXQG9&8E\
$FWLRQ &RQVWUXFW/,'%03VDURXQGFDPSXV

)DFLOLWLHV UGSDUW\



)DFLOLWLHVUGSDUW\
$FWLRQ ,QVWDOOXQGHUJURXQGFLFVWHUQVDQGFRQQHFW
GRZQVSRXWVWRUDLQEDUUHOV
)DFLOLWLHVUGSDUW\
$FWLRQ ,QFRUSRUDWHQRQVWUXFWXUDOVWRUPZDWHU%03VOLNH
JUDVV\VZDOHVDURXQGEXLOGLQJVDQGSDUNLQJORWV
2EMHFWLYH,QWHJUDWHVWRUPZDWHUFRQWUROVLQWRVXUIDFHSDUNLQJORWV



$FWLRQ 5HWURILWH[LVWLQJSDUNLQJORWVZLWKVWRUPZDWHU%03V

)DFLOLWLHVUGSDUW\



$FWLRQ &RQVWUXFWELRVZDOHVDURXQGSDUNLQJORWV

)DFLOLWLHVUGSDUW\





2EMHFWLYH'HYHORSQHZEXLOGLQJGHVLJQJXLGHOLQHV
)DFLOLWLHV
$FWLRQ 1HZFDPSXVEXLOGLQJSODQVVKRXOGEHFRQWLQJHQWRQ
/,'%03VKDQGOLQJWKHILUVWLQFKRIUDLQIDOO
926
$FWLRQ 'HYHORSDFRPSUHKHQVLYHGDWDEDVHRIH[LVWLQJ
VWRUPZDWHU%03V
$FWLRQ 0DLQWDLQDOLVWRIVWRUPZDWHUSUREOHPDUHDVDURXQG 926
FDPSXV
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*RDOV2EMHFWLYHV$FWLRQV

5HVSRQVLEOH
2UJDQL]DWLRQ

3RVVLEOH)XQGLQJ

*RDO&UHDWHDYDULHW\RIPXOWLIXQFWLRQDOVSDFHV


2EMHFWLYH'HVLJQWZRJUHHQJDWHZD\VWKDWFUHDWHDVWURQJLGHQWLW\

$FWLRQ 5HLQIRUFHJUHHQJDWHZD\VZLWK%03V
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)DFLOLWLHV



)DFLOLWLHV
$FWLRQ 3ODQWVWUHHWWUHHVLQWUHHSLWVDORQJVLGHZDONVQHDU
JDWHZD\V
2EMHFWLYH'HYHORSVSDFHVWKDWVHUYHDVUHVHDUFKDQGOHDUQLQJRSSRUWXQLWLHV



$FWLRQ 'HYHORSDVHULHVRIFDPSXVJDUGHQV

926



$FWLRQ ,QWHJUDWHFDPSXVJDUGHQDQGRWKHU/,'%03VLQWR
WKHFXUULFXOXP

926&(6



$FWLRQ &ROODERUDWHZLWKQRQSURILWRUJDQL]DWLRQVOLNHWKH%OXH 926&(6
6N\)XQG



$FWLRQ &ROODERUDWHZLWKWKH9&8$UW'HSDUWPHQWWRFRQGXFW
VWRUPGUDLQDUWDURXQGFDPSXV



926&(6

6. Implementation Plan

*RDOV2EMHFWLYHV$FWLRQV

5HVSRQVLEOH
2UJDQL]DWLRQ

3RVVLEOH)XQGLQJ

Goal 3. Ensure all existing and future stormwater BMPs are maintained to ensure maximum efficiency
Objective 3.1. Adopt a formal maintenance plan and allocate funds for stormwater BMPs
Action 3.1.1. Meet with Facilities Management

Facilities / VOS

Action 3.1.2. Develop a maintenance budget

Facilities / VOS

Action 3.1.3. Create an invasive species master plan

VOS / CES

Objective 3.2. Train 10 students as volunteer coordinators each academic year
Action 3.2.1. Incentivize students by creating a one credit course

VOS / CES

Action 3.2.2. Train students as volunteer coordinators

VOS / CES

1/5

Objective 3.3. Dedicate one weekend per semester as a volunteer day
Action 3.3.1. Coordinate with student groups

VOS / CES

Action 3.3.2. Specify and delineate responsibilities

VOS / CES
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6.3. Implementation Schedule
Table 15. Implementation Schedule

Action No.
Action 1.1.1.
Action 1.1.2.
Action 1.1.3.
Action 1.2.1.
Action 1.2.2.
Action 1.3.1.
Action 1.3.2.
Action 1.3.3.
Action 2.1.1.
Action 2.1.2.
Action 2.2.1.
Action 2.2.2.
Action 2.2.3.
Action 2.2.4.
Action 3.1.1.
Action 3.1.2.
Action 3.1.3.
Action 3.2.1.
Action 3.2.2.
Action 3.3.1.
Action 3.3.2.
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Short Term

Mid Term

Long Term

2018-2020

2020-2030

2030-2045
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Appendix A - Survey
VCU Stormwater Management Plan - Community Survey

As part of the planning process for the VCU Stormwater Management Plan, we'd like to hear from you! This survey is designed for you to
provide feedback about stormwater concerns in your community. We will use your input as we make recommendations for the VCU
Stormwater Management Plan. To learn more about stormwater, visit the Community Greening Project's website:
https://rampages.us/communitygreening/

Drop a point!*
Have you had to dodge a puddle recently?
Please use the map below to show us where you see issues related to stormwater or poor drainage in your community.

Appendix A

Tell us about this location
Select all that apply

There is an empty lot here
underused

There is a vacant building here

This location is not attractive

This location is

Other

Tell us more about what happens here when it rains*Select all that apply
This location floods when it rains
Other

There is a storm drain here that is clogged

Puddles form here when it rains

Are there any community greening practices you would like to
see here?
To learn more about community greening practices, visit: https://rampages.us/communitygreening/greeningpractices/

Build a rain garden here
this a community space

Install a planter box here

Plant a tree here

Install permeable pavement here

Other

Anything additional to note?
There is trash here

Crime occurs here

Want to get your hands dirty?*

This area is poorly lit

Other

Are you interested in helping to maintain urban green spaces?

Yes

No

Maybe

Stay in the loop!
Want to stay involved? Please submit your email and we will send you updates and opportunities to keep RVA green!
Please provide a valid email address.

Make
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CreationDate

Tell us about
this location

Other - Tell us about
this location

4/2/2017 21:11

choice0

This_location_floods_
when_it_rains,
Puddles_form_here_
when_it_rains

3/27/2017 17:49

choice1

2/15/2018 1:53

choice0

3/27/2017 22:53

7/27/2017 12:51

2/24/2018
15:10

Tell us more about
what happens here
when it rains

Other - Tell us more
about what happens here
when it rains

Are there any
community greening
practices you would
like to see here?

Other - Are
there any
community
greening
practices you
would like to
see here?

Anything
additional to note?

Build_a_rain_garden_
here,
Install_a_planter_box_
here,
Install_permeable_
pavement_here

This_location_
is_not_
attractive

Build_a_rain_garden_
here,
Install_a_planter_box_
here,
Plant_a_tree_here,
Install_permeable_
pavement_here

Other

The entire hospital
area is paved

This_location_floods_
when_it_rains,
There_is_a_storm_
drain_here_that_is_
clogged,
Puddles_form_here_
when_it_rains

Build_a_rain_garden_
here,
Install_a_planter_box_
here,
Plant_a_tree_here,
Install_permeable_
pavement_here

Other

This the street.
Cross section of
Harrison & Floyd.

choice0

This_location_floods_
when_it_rains

Build_a_rain_garden_
here,
Install_a_planter_box_
here,
Plant_a_tree_here,
Make_this_a_space_for_
the_community

Other

choice0

This_location_floods_
when_it_rains,
There_is_a_storm_
drain_here_that_is_
clogged,
Puddles_form_here_
when_it_rains

Build_a_rain_garden_
here,Make_this_a_space_
for_the_community

Other

choice0,
choice1,
choice2,
Other

I am guessing the
drain is clogged.

Other Anything
additional to
note?

There_is_
trash_here

There_is_
trash_here,
Crime_occurs_
here,
This_area_is_
poorly_lit
This section of the
park cannot be
used on rainy or
snowy days, as it
floods.
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3/30/2017 1:01

choice0

Puddles_form_
here_when_it_
rains

Install_permeable_
pavement_here

Other

The entrance
to a
cobblestone
alley

11/8/2017
19:18

choice0

Puddles_form_
here_when_it_
rains

Install_permeable_
pavement_here

Other

N/A

11/8/2017
19:22

choice0

This_location_
floods_when_it_
rains,
Puddles_form_
here_when_it_
rains

Install_permeable_
pavement_here

This_
location_
is_not_
attractive

2/11/2018
20:43

choice0

This_location_
floods_when_it_
rains,
Puddles_form_
here_when_it_
rains

Install_permeable_
pavement_here

Other

This is an
alley.

2/13/2018 1:45

choice0

This_location_
floods_when_it_
rains,
There_is_a_
storm_drain_
here_that_is_
clogged,
Puddles_form_
here_when_it_
rains

Install_permeable_
pavement_here

Other

storm drain is
uphill, opposed
to downhill
where it would
be most useful
in catching
rainwater

2/13/2018
15:43

choice0

Other

Install_permeable_
pavement_here

Other

This is at the
Capital

4/12/2017 3:00

choice1

Make_this_a_space_
for_the_community

There_is_
an_empty_
lot_here

It smells very
strongly of
sewage

There_is_
trash_here,
This_area_
is_poorly_lit

There_is_
trash_here

VCU Stormwater Management Plan
9/26/2017
20:52

choice0

This_location_
floods_when_it_
rains,
Other

test by jen

Make_this_a_space_
for_the_community

2/11/2018
20:55

choice0

This_location_
floods_when_it_
rains,
Puddles_form_
here_when_it_
rains

Other

11/8/2017
19:02

choice0

This_location_
floods_when_it_
rains,
Puddles_form_
here_when_it_
rains

Plant_a_tree_here

Other

2/13/2018
17:28

choice0

Puddles_form_
here_when_it_
rains

Plant_a_tree_here

This_
location_
is_
underused

11/8/2017
19:08

choice0

This_location_
floods_when_it_
rains,
Puddles_form_
here_when_it_
rains,
There_is_a_
storm_drain_
here_that_is_
clogged

Plant_a_tree_here,
Install_permeable_
pavement_here

Other

Intersection

2/14/2018
15:10

choice0

Puddles_form_
here_when_it_
rains

Plant_a_tree_here,
Install_permeable_
pavement_here

Other

It's a street/
sidewalk that
has a dip in
the pavement
that always
has standing
water when it
rains

Not sure - better
drainage

Other

deals drugs

Other

Street

Crime_
occurs_
here

This_area_
is_poorly_lit
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2/19/2018
16:47

choice0,
choice1,
choice2,
Other

Puddles stay for
days after the rain

The entry to the
drain gets clogged
with mud and
leaves.

Install_
permeable_
pavement_here

2/24/2018
15:16

Other

On this corner
beside the storm
drain, dirt and
leaves build up.
Seems the street
cleaning machine
(or driver) does
not adequately
pick up on the
curve.

choice0,
choice1,
choice2,
Other

2/15/2018
14:49

Other

walkway

choice0,
choice2

Install_
permeable_
pavement_here

2/15/2018
14:55

There_is_
an_empty_
lot_here,
This_
location_
is_not_
attractive,
This_
location_is_
underused

choice2

Build_a_rain_
garden_here

There_
is_trash_
here,Crime_
occurs_here

4/10/2018
22:39

There_is_a_
vacant_
building_
here

choice2

Build_a_rain_
garden_here

Other

3/12/2018
20:56

This_
location_is_
underused

choice0,
choice2

Build_a_rain_
garden_here,
Install_a_planter_
box_here,
Plant_a_tree_
here,
Install_
permeable_
pavement_here,
Make_this_a_
community_
space

Crime_occurs_
here,This_
area_is_
poorly_lit
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2/15/2018
14:50

This_
location_
is_not_
attractive

choice0,
choice2

Build_a_rain_
garden_here,
Install_
permeable_
pavement_here

3/13/2018
13:23

This_
location_
is_not_
attractive

choice2

Build_a_rain_
garden_here,
Make_this_a_
community_
space

2/15/2018
15:15

Other

At bottom of
hill intersection
on Bland St.,
massive puddles
form here with
rain

choice2

Install_
permeable_
pavement_here

2/16/2018
14:45

Other

The corner of
N. Belmont
and Monument
gets completely
inundated when
it rains with
water 6-10
inches deep due
to poor drainage.

choice0,
choice1,
choice2

Install_
permeable_
pavement_here

2/16/2018
19:14

Other

Corner where
there are no
drains

choice0,
choice2

Install_
permeable_
pavement_here

2/16/2018
21:57

choice0

Install_
permeable_
pavement_here

2/20/2018
19:30

choice0,
choice2

Install_
permeable_
pavement_here

This_area_is_
poorly_lit

There_is_
trash_here
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2/23/2018 1:49

Other

right at the curb
on the corner of
a somewhat busy
intersection -floooding occurs
routinely when it
rains

choice0,
choice2

Install_
permeable_
pavement_here

2/26/2018
17:36

Other

Its located at
the north east
section of the
intersection of
Franklin St and
Harrison St and
it pools when
rain occurs.

choice0,
choice2

Install_
permeable_
pavement_here

Other

choice1,
choice2

Other

Other

choice0

Other

2/15/2018
17:23
2/20/2018
23:43

This_
location_
is_not_
attractive

Drain the
alley next
to Belmont
Pizza. My
dog walks
through
ankle deep
puddles
every time
it rains

This
intersection
has a lot of
pedestrian
activity,
which
can be
dangerous
when
a large
puddle
forms
around the
intersection
causing
pedestrians
to walk in
the street
to get
around it.

VCU Stormwater Management Plan
2/20/2018
23:50

Other

Huge puddle in
front of 3100
Monument
that never
drains after
big rainstorms.
Totally impedes
pedestrians

choice0,
choice2

Other

Residence
here but
public
sidewalk
floods

2/23/2018 2:09

Other

Storm drain is
blocked

choice1,
choice2

Other

Unclog
the storm
drain

2/28/2018
15:22

Other

North West
corner of Harvey
and Main.
Drainage has
been terrible for
years and huge
"lake" appears
with any rain
forcing people to
go to the middle
of the street to
cross Main.

choice0,
choice1

Other

Fix drain

2/16/2018
12:19

Other

The small lot
behind Bowe,
Scherer

choice0,
choice2

2/18/2018
19:16

choice0,
choice1

2/18/2018
19:17

choice1,
choice2

2/22/2018 0:29

choice2

2/22/2018 0:31

choice2

2/24/2018
15:08

Other

Alley that does
not drain. The
city worked on it
but it still does
not drain well.

choice2

Crime_occurs_
here

There_is_
trash_here
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For each catchment, an outfall and a junction were
created and connected via a conduit. Each catchment
accounted for slope, impervious surface, and soil content.

Appendix B - Computational Hydraulics
International PCSWMM Data Input and
Results

VCU Stormwater Management Plan
The junction was given a 10 ft invert
elevation and a 10 ft depth.

Appendix B
The conduit was modeled after a
circular 1 ft diameter conduit with a
0.014 roughness.

VCU Stormwater Management Plan
The outfall was given a rim elevation
of 10 ft and an invert elevation of 0
ft. This allows stormwater to flow
through the conduit without creating
flooding at the junction.
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Monroe Park Catchment

EPA STORM WATER MANAGEMENT MODEL - VERSION 5.1 (Build 5.1.012)
--------------------------------------------------------------

*************
Element Count
*************
Number of rain gages ...... 1
Number of subcatchments ... 1
Number of nodes ........... 2
Number of links ........... 1
Number of pollutants ...... 0
Number of land uses ....... 0

****************
Raingage Summary
****************
Data
Name

Data Source

Recording
Type

Interval

-----------------------------------------------------------------------SCS_Type_II_1in

SCS_Type_II_1in

INTENSITY

6 min.

VCU Stormwater Management Plan
********************
Subcatchment Summary
********************
Name

Area

Width %Imperv

%Slope Rain Gage

Outlet

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------S1

94.39

500.00

79.80

Invert

Max.

2.5000 SCS_Type_II_1in

J1

************
Node Summary
************

Name

Type

Elev.

Ponded

Depth

External

Area

Inflow

------------------------------------------------------------------------------J1

JUNCTION

10.00

10.00

0.0

OUTFALL

0.00

2.00

0.0

From Node

To Node

OF1

************
Link Summary
************
Name

Type

Length

%Slope Roughness

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------C1

J1

OF1

CONDUIT

400.0

2.5008

0.0140
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*********************
Cross Section Summary
*********************
Full
Conduit

Shape

Full
Depth

Hyd.
Area

Max. No. of
Rad.

Full

Width Barrels

Flow

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------C1

CIRCULAR

2.00

3.14

0.50

2.00

*********************************************************
NOTE: The summary statistics displayed in this report are
based on results found at every computational time step,
not just on results from each reporting time step.
*********************************************************

****************
Analysis Options
****************
Flow Units ............... CFS
Process Models:
Rainfall/Runoff ........ YES
RDII ................... NO

1

33.22

VCU Stormwater Management Plan
Snowmelt ............... NO
Groundwater ............ NO
Flow Routing ........... YES
Ponding Allowed ........ NO
Water Quality .......... NO
Infiltration Method ...... HORTON
Flow Routing Method ...... DYNWAVE
Starting Date ............ 02/19/2018 00:00:00
Ending Date .............. 02/20/2018 23:48:00
Antecedent Dry Days ...... 0.0
Report Time Step ......... 00:01:00
Wet Time Step ............ 00:05:00
Dry Time Step ............ 00:05:00
Routing Time Step ........ 5.00 sec
Variable Time Step ....... YES
Maximum Trials ........... 8
Number of Threads ........ 1
Head Tolerance ........... 0.005000 ft

**************************

Volume

Depth

Runoff Quantity Continuity

acre-feet

inches

**************************

---------

Total Precipitation ......

7.865

Evaporation Loss .........

0.000

------1.000
0.000
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Infiltration Loss ........

1.589

Surface Runoff ...........

0.202

6.024

Final Storage ............

0.766

0.255

Continuity Error (%) .....

0.032

-0.020

**************************

Volume

Volume

Flow Routing Continuity

acre-feet

10^6 gal

**************************

---------

---------

Dry Weather Inflow .......

0.000

0.000

Wet Weather Inflow .......

6.025

1.963

Groundwater Inflow .......

0.000

0.000

RDII Inflow ..............

0.000

External Inflow ..........

0.000

External Outflow .........
Flooding Loss ............

6.025
0.000

Evaporation Loss .........
Exfiltration Loss ........

0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
1.963
0.000
0.000
0.000

Initial Stored Volume ....

0.000

0.000

Final Stored Volume ......

0.000

0.000

Continuity Error (%) .....

0.004

***************************
Time-Step Critical Elements

VCU Stormwater Management Plan
***************************
None

********************************
Highest Flow Instability Indexes
********************************
All links are stable.

*************************
Routing Time Step Summary
*************************
Minimum Time Step
Average Time Step

:

4.50 sec

:

5.00 sec

Maximum Time Step
Percent in Steady State

:
:

5.00 sec
0.00

Average Iterations per Step :

2.01

Percent Not Converging

0.01

:

***************************
Subcatchment Runoff Summary
***************************
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Total

Total

Precip
Subcatchment

Total

Runon
in

Total

Total

Evap

Infil

in

in

in

Total

Runoff
in

Peak Runoff

Runoff Runoff Coeff
10^6 gal

CFS

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------S1

1.00

0.00

0.00

0.20

0.77

1.96

37.72 0.766

******************
Node Depth Summary
******************

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------Average Maximum Maximum Time of Max
Depth
Node

Type

Depth

Feet

Reported

HGL Occurrence Max Depth

Feet

Feet days hr:min

Feet

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------J1
OF1

JUNCTION
OUTFALL

*******************
Node Inflow Summary
*******************

0.20
0.20

5.82
2.00

15.82

0 11:59

5.05

2.00

0 11:58

2.00

VCU Stormwater Management Plan
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Maximum Maximum

Lateral

Lateral

Inflow

Total Time of Max

Inflow Inflow Occurrence
Node

Type

CFS

Total
Inflow

Volume

CFS days hr:min

Flow
Balance

Volume

10^6 gal

Error

10^6 gal

Percent

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------J1
OF1

JUNCTION

37.72

37.72

0 12:00

1.96

OUTFALL

0.00

37.72

0 12:00

0

1.96
1.96

**********************
Node Surcharge Summary
**********************

Surcharging occurs when water rises above the top of the highest conduit.
--------------------------------------------------------------------Max. Height Min. Depth
Hours
Node

Type

Above Crown

Surcharged

Below Rim

Feet

Feet

--------------------------------------------------------------------J1

JUNCTION

*********************
Node Flooding Summary

0.10

3.821

4.179

0.005
0.000
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*********************

No nodes were flooded.

***********************
Outfall Loading Summary
***********************

-----------------------------------------------------------

Outfall Node

Flow

Avg

Max

Total

Freq

Flow

Flow

Volume

Pcnt

CFS

CFS

10^6 gal

----------------------------------------------------------OF1

99.58

1.53

37.72

1.963

----------------------------------------------------------System

99.58

1.53

37.72

1.963

********************
Link Flow Summary
********************

----------------------------------------------------------------------------Maximum Time of Max Maximum

Max/

Max/

VCU Stormwater Management Plan
|Flow| Occurrence |Veloc|
Link

Type

CFS days hr:min

Full

ft/sec

Full

Flow Depth

----------------------------------------------------------------------------C1

CONDUIT

37.72

0 12:00

12.05

1.14

1.00

***************************
Flow Classification Summary
***************************

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Adjusted

---------- Fraction of Time in Flow Class ----------

/Actual
Conduit

Length

Up

Down Sub Sup Up

Down Norm Inlet

Dry Dry Dry Crit Crit Crit Crit Ltd Ctrl

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------C1

1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.35 0.00

*************************
Conduit Surcharge Summary
*************************

---------------------------------------------------------------------------Hours

Hours

--------- Hours Full -------- Above Full Capacity

Appendix B
Conduit

Both Ends Upstream Dnstream Normal Flow Limited

---------------------------------------------------------------------------C1

0.07

0.10

0.10

0.16

0.07

Analysis begun on: Wed May 02 15:42:21 2018
Analysis ended on: Wed May 02 15:42:21 2018
Total elapsed time: < 1 sec

MCV Catchment

EPA STORM WATER MANAGEMENT MODEL - VERSION 5.1 (Build 5.1.012)
--------------------------------------------------------------

*************
Element Count
*************
Number of rain gages ...... 1
Number of subcatchments ... 1
Number of nodes ........... 2
Number of links ........... 1

VCU Stormwater Management Plan
Number of pollutants ...... 0
Number of land uses ....... 0

****************
Raingage Summary
****************
Data
Name

Data Source

Recording
Type

Interval

-----------------------------------------------------------------------SCS_Type_II_1in

SCS_Type_II_1in

INTENSITY

6 min.

********************
Subcatchment Summary
********************
Name

Area

Width %Imperv

%Slope Rain Gage

Outlet

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------S1

59.28

500.00

78.60

Invert

Max.

2.5000 SCS_Type_II_1in

************
Node Summary
************
Ponded

External

J1
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Name

Type

Elev.

Depth

Area

Inflow

------------------------------------------------------------------------------J1

JUNCTION

10.00

10.00

0.0

OUTFALL

0.00

2.00

0.0

From Node

To Node

OF1

************
Link Summary
************
Name

Type

Length

%Slope Roughness

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------C1

J1

OF1

CONDUIT

2728.2

0.3665

0.0140

*********************
Cross Section Summary
*********************
Full
Conduit

Shape

Full
Depth

Hyd.
Area

Max. No. of
Rad.

Full

Width Barrels

Flow

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------C1

CIRCULAR

2.00

3.14

0.50

2.00

*********************************************************

1

12.72

VCU Stormwater Management Plan
NOTE: The summary statistics displayed in this report are
based on results found at every computational time step,
not just on results from each reporting time step.
*********************************************************

****************
Analysis Options
****************
Flow Units ............... CFS
Process Models:
Rainfall/Runoff ........ YES
RDII ................... NO
Snowmelt ............... NO
Groundwater ............ NO
Flow Routing ........... YES
Ponding Allowed ........ NO
Water Quality .......... NO
Infiltration Method ...... HORTON
Flow Routing Method ...... DYNWAVE
Starting Date ............ 02/19/2018 00:00:00
Ending Date .............. 02/20/2018 23:48:00
Antecedent Dry Days ...... 0.0
Report Time Step ......... 00:01:00
Wet Time Step ............ 00:05:00
Dry Time Step ............ 00:05:00
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Routing Time Step ........ 5.00 sec
Variable Time Step ....... YES
Maximum Trials ........... 8
Number of Threads ........ 1
Head Tolerance ........... 0.005000 ft

**************************

Volume

Depth

Runoff Quantity Continuity

acre-feet

inches

**************************

---------

Total Precipitation ......

4.940

Evaporation Loss .........
Infiltration Loss ........
Surface Runoff ...........
Final Storage ............
Continuity Error (%) .....

------1.000

0.000

0.000

1.057

0.214

3.733

0.756

0.152

0.031

-0.034

**************************

Volume

Volume

Flow Routing Continuity

acre-feet

10^6 gal

**************************

---------

---------

Dry Weather Inflow .......

0.000

0.000

Wet Weather Inflow .......

3.734

1.217

Groundwater Inflow .......

0.000

0.000

RDII Inflow ..............

0.000

0.000

VCU Stormwater Management Plan
External Inflow ..........

0.000

External Outflow .........
Flooding Loss ............

3.520
0.217

Evaporation Loss .........
Exfiltration Loss ........

0.000
0.000

0.000
1.147
0.071
0.000
0.000

Initial Stored Volume ....

0.000

0.000

Final Stored Volume ......

0.000

0.000

Continuity Error (%) .....

-0.087

***************************
Time-Step Critical Elements
***************************
None

********************************
Highest Flow Instability Indexes
********************************
All links are stable.

*************************
Routing Time Step Summary
*************************
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Minimum Time Step
Average Time Step

:

4.50 sec

:

5.00 sec

Maximum Time Step

:

Percent in Steady State

:

5.00 sec
0.00

Average Iterations per Step :

2.01

Percent Not Converging

0.02

:

***************************
Subcatchment Runoff Summary
***************************

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Total
Precip
Subcatchment

Total

Total

Runon
in

in

Total

Total

Evap

Infil

in

in

Runoff
in

Total

Peak Runoff

Runoff Runoff Coeff
10^6 gal

CFS

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------S1

1.00

0.00

0.00

0.21

0.76

******************
Node Depth Summary
******************

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1.22

29.71 0.756

VCU Stormwater Management Plan
Average Maximum Maximum Time of Max
Depth
Node

Type

Depth

Feet

Reported

HGL Occurrence Max Depth

Feet

Feet days hr:min

Feet

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------J1
OF1

JUNCTION
OUTFALL

0.34
0.21

10.00

20.00

0 11:52

10.00

1.51

1.51

0 12:00

1.51

*******************
Node Inflow Summary
*******************

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Maximum Maximum

Lateral

Lateral

Inflow

Total Time of Max

Inflow Inflow Occurrence
Node

Type

CFS

Total
Inflow

Volume

CFS days hr:min

Flow
Balance

Volume

10^6 gal

Error

10^6 gal

Percent

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------J1
OF1

JUNCTION

29.71

29.71

0 12:00

1.22

OUTFALL

0.00

17.53

0 12:00

0

**********************
Node Surcharge Summary
**********************

1.22
1.15

-0.075
0.000
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Surcharging occurs when water rises above the top of the highest conduit.
--------------------------------------------------------------------Max. Height Min. Depth
Hours
Node

Type

Above Crown

Surcharged

Below Rim

Feet

Feet

--------------------------------------------------------------------J1

JUNCTION

0.67

8.000

0.000

*********************
Node Flooding Summary
*********************

Flooding refers to all water that overflows a node, whether it ponds or not.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------Total Maximum
Maximum Time of Max
Hours
Node

Rate

Flooded

Occurrence

CFS days hr:min

Flood

Ponded

Volume

Depth

10^6 gal

-------------------------------------------------------------------------J1

0.41

***********************

12.17

0 12:00

0.071

0.000

Feet

VCU Stormwater Management Plan
Outfall Loading Summary
***********************

-----------------------------------------------------------

Outfall Node

Flow

Avg

Max

Total

Freq

Flow

Flow

Volume

Pcnt

CFS

CFS

10^6 gal

----------------------------------------------------------OF1

98.89

0.90

17.53

1.147

----------------------------------------------------------System

98.89

0.90

17.53

1.147

********************
Link Flow Summary
********************

----------------------------------------------------------------------------Maximum Time of Max Maximum
|Flow| Occurrence |Veloc|
Link

Type

CFS days hr:min

Full

ft/sec

Max/

Max/

Full

Flow Depth

----------------------------------------------------------------------------C1

CONDUIT

17.53

0 12:00

6.00

1.38

0.88
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***************************
Flow Classification Summary
***************************

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Adjusted

---------- Fraction of Time in Flow Class ----------

/Actual
Conduit

Length

Up

Down Sub Sup Up

Down Norm Inlet

Dry Dry Dry Crit Crit Crit Crit Ltd Ctrl

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------C1

1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.79 0.21 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

*************************
Conduit Surcharge Summary
*************************

---------------------------------------------------------------------------Hours

Hours

--------- Hours Full -------- Above Full Capacity
Conduit

Both Ends Upstream Dnstream Normal Flow Limited

---------------------------------------------------------------------------C1

0.01

0.67

0.01

0.72

Analysis begun on: Wed May 02 15:47:54 2018

0.01

VCU Stormwater Management Plan
Analysis ended on: Wed May 02 15:47:54 2018
Total elapsed time: < 1 sec

